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AGREEMENT
Between
MONTGOMERY COUNTY COUNCIL OF SUPPORTING SERVICES EMPLOYEES
and
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY 
for the
School Years 1987-90 
Rockville, Maryland
DEFINITIONS
The following list of terms will be used frequently in the Agreement and when 
they are used will refer to the definition described below unless otherwise 
stipulated.
1. Board —  The Board of Education of Montgomery County
2. MCCSSE, Council or Union —  The Montgomery County Council of 
Supporting Services Employees
3. Bargaining unit —  All permanent and conditional supporting 
services employees who have attained permanent status employed by the 
Board except those excluded by the Board of Education as supervisors 
and confidential employees
4. Unit member —  An employee of the Board of Education who is 
a member of the bargaining unit
5. Superintendent —  The superintendent of the Montgomery 
County Public Schools or his designee
6. MCPS —  The Montgomery County Public Schools
7. The male or female gender shall be read to include the other
8. School year —  The same as the fiscal year (period beginning
July 1 of a calendar year and ending June 30 of the following calendar 
year) of the Board of Education of Montgomery County
ARTICLE 1 
PURPOSE
It is the purpose of this Agreement to promote and foster constructive labor 
management relations in the Montgomery County public school system.
The joint Labor/Management Committee will be continued for the length of this 
contract to be used as a forum for the discussion of problems of mutual 
concern between the parties. One such item may be the matter of safety and 
health.
ARTICLE 2 
RECOGNITION
A. The Board of Education of Montgomery County recognizes the Montgomery 
County Council of Supporting Services Employees, Inc., as the exclusive 
bargaining representative for all employees in the bargaining unit on all 
matters relating to wages, hours, and other working conditions.
B. The bargaining unit is composed of all permanent and conditional 
supporting services employees who have attained permanent status except 
supervisory and confidential employees.
C. The Board of Education, in negotiation with MCCSSE, will determine which 
employees are to be excluded from the bargaining unit as supervisors and 
confidential employees.
ARTICLE 3
EMPLOYEE BARGAINING UNIT DEFINED
A. All positions within the bargaining unit shall be either permanent or 
conditional.
B. 1. Permanent Position
A permanent position is one which has been established by the Board 
with the anticipation that it will be necessary to maintain the 
existence of such position indefinitely on a continuous year-round or 
school-year basis.
2. Conditional Position
A conditional position is one established by the Board for the period 
of time that monies are available in whole or in part from the United 
States Government, a private organization, a foundation, a 
revenue-producing source, or an individual for use in special research 
or other long-term projects. This position shall be automatically 
abolished when no longer needed or when funds are no longer made 
available.
3. Full-time and Part-time Positions
Permanent and conditional positions may he either full-time or 
part-time. A full-time position is one requiring no less than twenty 
(20) work hours per week. A part-time position is one requiring less 
than twenty (20) work hours per week.
C. 1. Definition of a Temporary Position - A temporary position is
one not continuous in nature and established for a period normally not
to exceed six (6) months.
2. A temporary position which has been extended or reestablished more 
than one time for periods totaling twelve (12) months within a 
consecutive thirty (30) month period will be included in the 
superintendent's yearly budget as a permanent position.
3. The incumbent of a temporary position being converted shall be 
assigned to the permanent position upon conversion of the position. 
The time spent in the temporary position shall be counted in 
determining seniority.
4. After the incumbent of the temporary position attains permanent 
status in the permanent position, the incumbent shall be entitled to 
the same benefits and protection as all other unit members who attain 
permanent status.
5. Lunch hour and playground aide positions shall not be included in the 
bargaining unit. A bargaining unit member who also holds a position 
as a lunch hour or playground aide shall receive credit for all 
purposes under this contract for hours worked as a lunch hour or 
playground aide.
D. 1. All permanent employees hired will be placed in a six-month 
probationary status during which time they will have no rights as unit 
members to contractual protection against termination without proper
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cause and whose rights, except as those provided by the Agreement, are 
to be determined in accordance with the Board of Education policies 
and regulations.
2. For all other purposes, however, such probationary employees, 
benefiting as they do from the terms of the Agreement, shall be 
considered as unit members after their 30th day of employment.
ARTICLE 4
SCHOOL BOARD AUTHORITY
Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, the Board of Education and the 
superintendent of schools reserve and retain full rights, authority, and 
discretion in the proper discharge of their duties and responsibility to 
control, supervise, and manage the Montgomery County Public Schools under 
applicable law, rules, and procedures.
ARTICLE 5
NEGOTIATIONS PROCEDURES
A. During the month of September of each fiscal year in which the Council is 
recognized and in which an agreement will expire the following June 30, 
the parties will meet to establish negotiation procedures.
B. By October 1 of the calendar year prior to the expiration date of an 
agreement, MCCSSE will present its positions and demands for a new 
agreement. No later than October 15 of that year and at the direction of 
the superintendent of schools, representatives of the Board of Education 
will meet with MCCSSE at a mutually agreeable time and place to consider 
and reply to the demands.
C. A chief spokesperson will be appointed by each party; discussion by other 
members of each team will be first cleared through the chief spokesperson.
D. The parties, numbering no more than thirteen (13) from each team, 
excluding observers and consultants, will meet at mutually agreed upon 
times.
E. The parties agree to consult in advance about the general and specific 
content of all press and public communications dealing with the directions 
and accomplishments of the teams that might be released from time to time 
by the parties either jointly or independently. Every effort will be made 
to provide full information to the public with the exception that, in 
order to maintain the integrity of the negotiations process, the specific 
content of any given proposal or counterproposal will not be divulged.
F. Generally, meetings shall be held at a central office facility. If 
meetings are held at a neutral facility that requires payment for the use 
of that facility, the parties shall equally share the cost. Neutral 
facilities must be acceptable to both parties.
G. An impasse shall exist if the parties have not reached agreement by 
December 31.
Should either party suggest an impasse, the procedures as provided for in 
Section 6-510 of the Annotated Code, Education [Volume] relating to 
impasse will be followed. In the event that the parties are unable to 
agree upon a third party, as required, the parties agree to submit their 
impasse to the American Arbitration Association for assistance in the 
selection of a third party.
The cost for the services of the third party shall be borne equally by 
the Board of Education and the Council.
This Agreement incorporates the entire understanding of the parties on 
all matters which were or could have been the subject of negotiation. 
During the term of this Agreement, neither party will be required to 
negotiate with respect to any matters whether or not covered by this 
Agreement and whether or not within the knowledge or contemplation of 
either or both of the parties at the time they negotiated or executed this 
Agreement.
W.
I.
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K. All items agreed upon in negotiations must be reduced to writing and 
certified by the chief negotiators of both teams. Each party must 
complete the negotiated proposals through ratification by its 
organizational authority. Any negotiated provision requiring action of 
the county fiscal authority shall not become effective until the required 
action is taken. Any and all of the negotiated agreement is subject to 
the existing laws of the State of Maryland.
L. The Board of Education of Montgomery County shall render the final 
determination as to all matters which have been the subject of 
negotiation.
M. If the Montgomery County Council, in the exercise of its fiscal authority 
under the law, reduces the budget recommendations of the Board of 
Education, and such action makes it necessary for the Board to reduce one 
or more items that are dependent upon budget funding, such items shall be 
subject to renegotiation prior to making a final determination in 
accordance with the following timetable. In the event that renegotiation 
is mandated, the parties agree to meet as soon as possible after the 
Council action, but no later than May 25, and they agree to complete such 
renegotiation within ten (10) days. If the parties are unable to reach 
agreement within ten (10) days, the impasse procedure provided by law 
shall be employed with mutually agreeable reductions in the time limits of 
said procedures.
ARTICLE 6
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
A. Definitions
1. "Grievance" means a claim by one party that the other party has 
violated this Agreement.
2. "Grievant" means the person or persons making the claim.
B. Purpose
1. The purpose of this procedure is to secure, at the lowest possible 
administrative level, equitable solutions to the problems which may 
occur in the administration of this Agreement. Both parties agree 
that these proceedings will be kept informal and confidential at all 
levels of the procedure.
2. Nothing herein contained shall be construed as limiting the right of 
any unit member having a grievance to discuss the matter with any 
appropriate members of the administration. Such grievance may be 
adjusted without intervention of the Council, providing that the 
adjustment is not inconsistent with the terms of this Agreement.
3. No grievance shall be initiated more than fifteen (15) duty days 
after the cause has occurred or should have been discovered.
4. A grievance shall be automatically waived and shall not be subject to 
further discussion or appeal if the grievant does not process it 
within any of the stated time limits. Such time limits may only be 
extended by mutual agreement between the parties.
C. A covered unit member will first discuss his/her grievance with his/her 
immediate supervisor. Both parties will make efforts to solve the 
grievance at this informal level.
D . Step One
If the grievance cannot be solved at the informal level, the unit member 
then submits the grievance to his/her principal or appropriate director in 
writing within fifteen (15) duty days after the grievance arises. If the 
principal or appropriate director does not satisfy it within ten (10) duty 
days from receipt of the written grievance, the grievance may be processed 
to Step Two.
Step Two
If the grievant is not satisfied with the disposition in Step One, he/she 
may forward the grievance to the appropriate area associate superintendent 
or appropriate associate superintendent. If the grievance is referred 
within the time limits, the appropriate area associate superintendent or 
appropriate associate superintendent shall have five (5) duty days to 
respond to the grievant.
Step Three
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1. If the grievant is not satisfied with the disposition in Step Two, 
he/she may forward the grievance to the superintendent. If the 
grievance is referred within the time limits, the superintendent shall 
have ten (10) duty days to respond to the grievant.
2. A grievance may be filed for a group of unit members at Step Three if 
the president of MCCSSE and the director of association relations 
agree that the authority to resolve the grievance does not exist at 
Step One or Step Two.
Step Four— Arbitration
1. If the grievant is not satisfied with the disposition of the 
grievance made by the superintendent, he/she may then submit the 
grievance to arbitration within five (5) duty days receipt of the 
decision at step three.
2. Arbitration may be initiated by the grieving party by serving notice 
upon the other party requesting arbitration within fifteen (15) duty 
days and setting forth the precise question it proposes to arbitrate, 
the section of the Agreement violated, and a description of the action 
taken that initiated the grievance. The receiving party will 
acknowledge his/her agreement with the submission to arbitration 
statement by affixing his/her signature to the submission form within 
five (5) duty days and returning the form to the grieving party. If 
the receiving party does not agree with the submission to arbitration 
statement, he/she will so indicate this disagreement, sign the form, 
and return it to the grieving party within five (5) duty days. If 
disagreement exists on the submission statement, the arbitrator must 
first frame the issue before proceeding with the merits of the case.
3. The grieving party may submit the matter to arbitration within five 
(5) duty days of the return of the submission statement form. The 
superintendent and the president of MCCSSE will attempt to agree upon 
a mutually acceptable arbitrator and obtain a commitment from said 
arbitrator to serve. If the parties are unable to agree upon an 
arbitrator or to obtain such commitment within the specified period, a 
request for arbitration shall be sent to the American Arbitration 
Association and a list of arbitrators requested. A copy of the 
demand shall be sent to the other party. The parties will then be 
bound by the rules and procedures of the American Arbitration 
Association as they apply to the selection of an arbitrator.
4. The arbitrator shall have no power to add to, subtract, or modify any 
terms of this Agreement. The arbitrator shall not accept issues or 
evidence not presented during the grievance procedure. The 
arbitrator shall be without power or authority to make any 
recommendations beyond the terms of this Agreement. The decision of 
the arbitrator shall be final and binding on the parties and should be 
issued within fifteen (15) days of the close of any hearing or in the 
event briefs are filed, fifteen (15) days after such filing.
The expense of the arbitrator shall be borne equally by the parties.5.
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E. Miscellaneous
1. All documents, communications, and records dealing with the 
processing of a grievance will be filed in a separate grievance file 
and will not be kept in the official personnel file of any of the 
participants.
2. All decisions rendered at all levels of the grievance procedure will 
be in writing, setting forth the decision and the reasons therefore, 
and will be transmitted promptly to both parties.
3. Forms for filing grievances, serving notices, taking appeals, making 
reports and recommendations, and other necessary documents will be 
prepared by the superintendent after consultation with the MCCSSE, and 
will be given appropriate distribution so as to facilitate operation 
of the grievance procedure.
4. Both parties shall be permitted to present evidence and witnesses and 
to cross-examine all witnesses whenever a hearing is held.
5. The administrative complaint procedure currently in use to process 
and resolve unit member complaints pertaining to matters not covered 
by this Agreement or subject to collective bargaining shall be 
continued. Matters subject to the grievance procedure and subject to 
collective bargaining consistent with Article 5, Section J shall not 
be heard or processed under the administrative complaint procedure.
6. It is agreed the union may submit any class action grievance 
involving a general alleged violation of the Agreement. It may also 
submit a grievance alleging actions taken by the employer, not 
otherwise protested, violate basic principles or understandings 
expressed in the Agreement.
7. Meetings and hearings shall be scheduled to minimize, where 
possible, the disruption of school system business. Meetings and 
hearings scheduled during the grievant's regular working hours shall 
be considered time worked. School employee witnesses whose testimony 
is relevant and material to the grievance, called by either party 
shall likewise lose no pay because of their participation.
F. Employee Rights
1. No reprisals of any kind shall be taken by any party involved in the 
grievance procedure.
2. The MCCSSE shall be exclusive representative of a grievant at Step 
Two and beyond. However, the grievant may be accompanied by an 
individual of his/her choice. The individual will be a 
non-representative observer.
3. Nothing in this grievance procedure shall limit the rights of any 
unit member to discuss any complaint, problem, or matter of 
dissatisfaction with any appropriate administrator without 
representation or the intervention of any organization.
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4. Meetings and hearings shall be scheduled at such times as to assure 
no disruption of school system business.
ARTICLE 7 
WAGES
A. 1. Unit members shall be compensated at the appropriate rate provided by 
this Agreement for all authorized or approved time worked on official 
duties.
2. Effective July 1, 1987, the general pay schedule for unit members 
shall be increased by 6 percent across the grades and steps on the 
schedule.
3. Effective July 1, 1988, the general pay schedule for unit members 
shall be increased by 5 percent across the grades and steps on the 
schedule.
4. Effective July 1, 1989, the general pay schedule for unit members 
shall be increased by 5 percent across the grades and steps on the 
schedule.
B. 1. Longevity increases shall be provided on completion of ten (10), 
fourteen (14), and eighteen (18) years of creditable service.
2. The amount of each longevity salary increment shall be a one-step 
increase on the Supporting Services Pay Schedule.
3. A longevity salary increment shall -be effective the first day of the 
pay period in which the unit member completes ten (10), fourteen (14), 
and eighteen (18) years of creditable service.
4. Creditable service for computing eligibility for longevity salary 
increments shall include all permanent and conditional employment 
within MCPS, Montgomery College, and such service within the 
Montgomery County Government as is certified by the county personnel 
officer as qualifying toward longevity under the county personnel 
regulations. Creditable MCPS service shall also include all 
authorized leave with pay, authorized leave without pay for military 
service or self-improvement, the period of temporary employment if it 
is followed by a permanent appointment, and the time a permanent unit 
member is on approved disability leave. In computing the sum for such 
service, no credit shall be given for any month in which a unit member 
was employed fewer than fifteen (15) calendar days.
C. 1. A permanent or conditional unit member shall be eligible each year 
for a one-step salary increment. Such salary increments may be 
awarded annually until a unit member reaches the top pay step (not 
including longevity) of the pay grade to which his/her position is 
assigned.
2. a) Incremental movement on the Supporting Services Pay Schedule is 
based on the satisfactory performance of each unit member. The 
evaluation performance shall be recorded on the proper form. Wage 
increments are effected on the first day of the pay period in 
which the anniversary date falls.
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b) Whenever a unit member is permanently assigned to a position 
which has a higher salary range than the one he/she holds, the 
effective date of the change shall become his/her new anniversary 
date.
3. A fully qualified unit member who is promoted to a higher grade 
position shall be assigned at the lowest step of such higher grade 
which exceeds his/her existing step by two steps; however, if there is 
no step in the higher grade which exceeds his/her existing step by two 
steps, the unit member will be placed at the top of the grade.
4. Notification of Salary Increment Delay —  When a salary increment is 
delayed, the affected unit member shall be notified in writing at 
least two (2) weeks in advance of the increment date and shall be 
given the reasons for the action. A copy of the completed unit member 
evaluation form which is given to the unit member at the time the unit 
member signed the evaluation form shall be considered notification.
D. Shift Assignment and Differential Pay
1. Shift differential pay means the amount paid over and above the basic 
hourly straight time rate.
2. Eligibility —  Each eight-hour unit member is eligible for
shift differential pay, if the unit member is assigned to all of the 
following:
a) A permanent or conditional position
b) The second or third shift
c) A full eight-hour shift
d) A position classification approved by the superintendent for 
shift differential payment
3. Designation of Shift Starting Time and Appropriate Shift 
Differential Rates —  The starting time and rate of shift 
differential pay for the shifts are listed below. A unit member 
assigned to any shift:
a) Starting at 2 p.m. or later and before 10 p.m. is eligible to 
receive 5 percent differential pay in addition to his/her base 
rate of pay.
b) Starting at 10 p.m. or later and before 6 a.m. is eligible to 
receive 7.5 percent differential pay in addition to his/her base 
rate of pay.
E. Outdoor Education —  Any unit member who is assigned by the 
administration to outdoor education activities shall be paid for each 
overnight stay the same per diem stipend as a participating teacher, if 
permitted under the Fair Labor Standards Act.
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F. Extracurricular Activities —  A unit member whose past
performance in an extracurricular activities program has been satisfactory 
will be given preference over other unit members when there are openings 
for such activity which need to be filled. The person thus assigned will 
receive the same stipend paid to a teacher, if permitted under the Fair 
Labor Standards Act.
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STEP
A
STEP
B
STEP
C
STEP
D
STEP
E
STEP
F
STEP
G
STEP
H
STEP
I
Hourly
Rate
Annual
Salary
11-Step
Rate
Annual
Salary
1-Stcp
Rate
Annua
Salnr-
l 5.89 6.08 6.32 6.59 6.82 7.11 7.41 7.58 7.73 5.89 12,251 7.58 15,766 7.73 16,070
2 6.08 6.32 6.59 6.82 7.11 7.41 7.72 7.89 8.05 6.08 12,646 7.89 16,411 8.05 16,744
3 6.32 6.59 6.82 7.11 7.41 7.72 8.04 8.20 8.37 6.32 13,145 8.20 17.056 8.37 17,409
4 6.59 6.82 7.11 7.41 7.72 8.04 8.37 8.53 8.70 6 .59 13,707 8.53 17,742 8.70 18,096
5 6.82 7.11 7.41 7.72 8.04 8.37 8.72 8.89 9.07 6.82 14,185 8.89 18,491 9.07 18,865
6 7.11 7.41 7.72 8.04 8.37 8.72 9.07 9.26 9.45 7.11 14,788 9.26 19,260 9.45 19,656
7 7.41 7.72 8.04 8.37 8.72 9.07 9.47 9.65 9.85 7.41 15,412 9.65 20,072 9.85 20,488
8 7.72 8.04 8.37 8.72 9.07 9.47 9.85 10.05 10.25 7.72 16,057 10.05 20,904 10.25 21,320
9 8.04 8.37 8.72 9.07 9.47 9.85 10.28 10.48 10.69 8.04 16,723 10.48 21,798 10.69 22,235
10 8.37 8.72 9.07 9.47 9.85 10.28 10.76 10.99 11.21 8.37 17,409 10.99 22,859 11.21 23,316
l i 8.72 9.07 9.47 9.85 10.28 10.76 11.29 11.53 11.76 8.72 18,137 11.53 23,982 11.76 24,460
12 9.07 9.47 9.85 10.28 10.76 11.29 11.91 12.14 12.38 9.07 18,865 12.14 25,251 12.38 25,750
13 9.47 9.85 10.28 10.76 11.29 11.91 12.45 12.69 12.95 9.47 19,697 12.69 26,395 12.95 26,936
14 9.85 10.28 10.76 11.29 11.91 12.45 13.07 13.34 13.61 9.85 20,488 13.34 27,747 13.61 28,308
15 10.28 10.76 11.29 11.91 12.45 13.07 13.74 14.03 14.31 10.28 21,382 14.03 29,182 14.31 29,764
16 10.76 11.29 11.91 12.45 13.07 13.74 14.41 14.70 14.99 10.76 22,380 14.70 30,576 14.99 31, 179
17 11.29 11.91 12.45 13.07 13.74 14.41 15.13 15.45 15.77 11.29 23,483 15.45 32,136 15.77 32,801
18 11.91 12.45 13.07 13.74 14.41 15.13 15.86 16.19 16.52 11.91 24,772 16.19 33,675 16.52 34,361
19 12.45 13.07 13.74 14.41 15.13 15.86 16.68 17.01 17.35 12.45 25,896 17.01 35,380 17.35 36,088
20 13.07 13.74 14.41 15.13 15.86 16.68 17.50 17.87 18.23 13.07 27,185 17.87 37,169 18.23 37,918
21 13.74 14.41 15.13 15.86 16.68 17.50 18.35 18.72 19.11 13.74 28,579 18.72 38,937 19.11 39,745
22 14.41 15.13 15.86 16.68 17.50 18.35 19.20 19.59 19.99 14.41 29,972 19.59 40,747 19.99 41,579
23 15.13 15.86 16.68 17.50 18.35 19.20 20.11 20.53 20.94 15.13 31,470 20.53 42,702 20.94 43,555
24 15.86 16.68 17.50 18.35 19.20 20.11 21.07 21.48 21.91 15.86 32,988 21.48 44,678 21.91 45,572
25 16.68 17.50 18.35 19.20 20.11 21.07 22.04 22.50 22.95 16.68 34,694 22.50 46,800 22.95 47,736
26 17.50 18.35 19.20 20.11 21.07 22.04 23.07 23.54 24.01 17.50 36,400 23.54 48,963 24.01 49,940
27 18.35 19.20 20.11 21.07 22.04 23.07 24.16 24.65 25.15 18.35 38,168 24.65 51,272 25.15 52,312
28 19.20 20.11 21.07 22.04 23.07 24.16 25.29 25.78 26.30 19.20 39,936 25.78 53,622 26.30 54,704
29 20.11 21.07 22.04 23.07 24.16 25.29 26.50 27.03 27.57 20.11 41,828 27.03 56,222 27.57 57,345
30
BASED
21.07 
ON 2080
22.04
HOURS.
23.07 24.16 25.29 26.50 27.78 28.34 28.91
30.33
21.07  
22.04
23.07  
24.16  
25.29  
26.50  
27.78  
28.34  
28.91
43,825
45,843
47,985
50,252
52,603
55,120
57,782
58,947
60,132
28.34 58,947 28.91
30.33
60,132
63,086
ARTICLE 8 
OVERTIME
A. 1. Unit members covered by this Agreement who are not in those positions
considered as exempted for overtime under the provisions of the Fair 
Labor Standards Act as executive, administrative, or professional 
employees, and who are required or authorized to work by an 
appropriate supervisor in excess of eight (8) hours in a day or forty 
(40) hours in a regularly scheduled work week shall be paid at one and 
one-half (1^) times the unit member's regular rate of pay.
2. Paid leave shall be counted as hours worked for purposes of 
determining hours worked for overtime.
B. Overtime Assignments
1. MCPS has the right to assign overtime. However, unless a unit member 
is given at least two (2) hours notice before the close of his or her 
regularly scheduled shift preceding the overtime or unless an 
emergency occurs which prevents giving of such notice, the overtime 
work will be voluntary.
2. Overtime shall be distributed as equally as possible among the unit 
members qualified to do the work except for those building service 
workers who work overtime for ICB on weekends. Those unit members 
will normally be Grade 6 building service workers in order to meet the 
commitment made to the Montgomery County Council. Up to ten (10) 
percent of such weekend overtime hours per year shall be offered to 
employees on site who hold positions higher than pay grade 6.
For weekdays and holidays, the equitable distribution language will 
hold.
C. Overtime Records
Overtime records shall be maintained on each unit member and the records 
necessary for the processing of a grievance will be made available to the 
president of MCCSSE upon request.
D. For positions that will have regularly scheduled overtime, unit members 
will be notified by the Department of Personnel Services of this 
requirement prior to selection.
ARTICLE 9 
HOLIDAY PAY
A. Payment
1. A unit member shall receive holiday pay at his/her basic hourly rate 
including shift differentials for a number of hours equal to his/her 
regular daily scheduled hours, not to exceed eight (8) hours.
2. Holiday pay is in lieu of other paid leave to which a unit member 
might otherwise be entitled on a holiday.
B. Holiday on Nonwork Day
When an official Board of Education holiday falls on a unit member's 
regularly scheduled day off, the unit member is paid for a number of hours 
equal to his/her regular daily scheduled hours, not to exceed eight (8) 
hours.
C. Holiday Work
A unit member required to work on an official Board of Education holiday 
(and/or Christmas and New Year's Day when such days fall on a weekend) 
shall be paid one and one-half (1^) times the basic hourly straight time 
rate for each hour worked in addition to the holiday pay to which he/she 
is entitled.
D. A unit member on authorized paid leave for a period including an official 
holiday shall be considered on holiday leave for that day.
L
ARTICLE 10
HIGHER LEVEL ASSIGNMENT
A. Higher level work is defined as an assignment to a ranked higher level 
position.
B. A unit member assigned to higher level work for a period of two 
consecutive work weeks or more shall be paid for all time spent in such 
higher level work. A unit member's higher level rate shall be determined 
as if he/she were promoted to the position. A unit member temporarily 
assigned or detailed to a lower level position shall be paid at his/her 
own rate.
ARTICLE 11 
WAGE SURVEYS
The Board of Education through the Department of Personnel Services will con­
tinue to conduct and participate in wage surveys on an annual basis. Bench 
mark positions relating to occupations within the supporting services classifi­
cation system will be considered. MCCSSE will appoint a representative to 
meet with a representative of the Department of Personnel Services in order to 
insure MCCSSE of input to these surveys. Findings of the surveys will be 
shared with MCCSSE, and MCCSSE may discuss the findings and report its posi­
tion.
In addition, the Department of Personnel Services will meet with representa­
tives of MCCSSE for the purpose of discussing the ongoing and continuing pro­
cess of adjustments within the pay system.
ARTICLE 12 
LEAVES
The following leave regulations, compliant with the Annotated Code, Education 
[Volume] and the Code of Maryland Regulations Title 13 A, State Board of 
Education, apply to all unit members. Terms used in the following sections 
are defined as follows:
Appropriate Official —  Department head, principal, or immediate 
supervisor, depending on the unit member's position
Duty Days —  Those days on which the unit member is required to 
report for duty as determined by the school calendar adopted annually by 
the Board of Education of Montgomery County
Immediate Family —  Child, parent, brother, sister, husband, 
wife, or anyone who lives regularly in the unit member's household
Planned Program for Professional Leave —  A program planned and 
approved by the university and the superintendent that prepares the unit 
member for greater usefulness in his/her position or a planned program of 
writing, study, or travel approved by the superintendent
School Year —  The same as the fiscal year (July 1-June 30) of 
the Board of Education of Montgomery County
The terms "creditable service, years of service, years of successful 
experience, length of service", and "consecutive years of 
successful experience," as they appear in this article, mean 
continuous employment in the Montgomery County Public Schools.
A. Sick Leave
Sick leave is a designated amount of compensated leave that is to be 
granted to a unit member who through personal illness, injury, pregnancy, 
miscarriage, childbirth and recovery, or quarantine is unable to perform 
the duties of his/her position. Sick leave may also include other excused 
absences, such as medical, dental, or optical examination or treatment 
impossible to schedule on nonduty days. Sick leave may not be granted for 
the period of disability when monies are paid to the unit member under the 
Worker’s Compensation Law.
1. Eligibility —  The provisions of sick leave apply to all unit 
members.
2. Method of Computing Sick Leave —  Each full-time unit member 
shall accrue sick leave at the rate of one (1) day per month of 
assigned responsibility. Regular part-time unit members shall accrue 
sick leave in proportion to the time worked.
3. Accumulation of Sick Leave —  Unused sick leave is 
accumulated on an unlimited basis. Unused personal leave shall be 
added annually to the unused sick leave account. Any unit member 
employed during the summer months shall be entitled to use accumulated 
sick leave.
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4. Advancement of Sick Leave —  At the beginning of each school 
year, a unit member on permanent status is advanced sick leave that 
will be earned during the school year. Sick leave in excess of the 
amount to be earned may be advanced by the superintendent. Unit 
members are liable for all advanced sick leave.
5. Extension of Sick Leave —  Upon written request of the unit 
member, sick leave for periods beyond the amount accrued and advanced 
and beyond the available annual leave may be extended at three-fourths 
(3/4) the current salary rate by the Board of Education upon 
recommendation of the superintendent. Unit members are not liable for 
extended sick leave.
6. Indebtedness of Advanced Sick Leave at Termination of Service
—  A unit member who, on termination of service with the Montgomery 
County Public Schools, is indebted to said system for advanced sick 
leave shall have the amount of such indebtedness deducted from his/her 
earned salary. A unit member must reimburse said system for any 
amount of indebtedness for advanced sick leave not covered by his/her 
earned salary.
7. Disposition of Accumulated Sick Leave at Termination of 
Service —  At the time of his/her termination after five (5)
years of service with the Montgomery County Public Schools, any unit 
member who has performed his/her duties satisfactorily shall receive 
termination pay at his/her current salary rate for one-fourth ( h ) of 
his/her accumulated sick leave.
8. Procedure To Be Followed in Obtaining and Using Sick Leave
a) A unit member shall notify the appropriate official as early as 
possible if he/she is unable to report for duty and at that time 
state the reason for absence.
b) A unit member on sick leave shall notify the appropriate official 
as to the progress of his/her illness and the exact date of 
his/her availability for duty, as soon as it is determined, with 
at least one (1) day's notice.
c) A certificate by a physician confirming the necessity for a unit 
member's absence due to illness, injury, pregnancy, miscarriage, 
childbirth and recovery, or quarantine may be required by the 
director of personnel services if the unit member uses up to and 
including four (4) consecutive duty days.
It is mandatory if the unit member uses sick leave for five (5) or 
more consecutive duty days.
9. MCCSSE Sick Leave Bank
a) Statement of Intent
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The purpose of the sick leave bank is to provide sick leave to
contributors to the bank after their accumulated sick leave has
been exhausted— and more specifically to provide such leave from
the bank in cases of catastrophic illnesses.
b) Rules
(1) The leave bank may be used only by the individual 
contributor for his or her personal illness.
(2) The leave bank may not be used for illnesses of other 
members of the contributor’s family.
(3) The leave bank may not be used by the contributor to remain 
away from his/her position in order to assist a member of 
his/her family who is ill.
(A) Only earned sick leave may be contributed to the leave 
bank— annual and personal leave may not be contributed.
(5) The sick leave bank may not be used by unit members disabled 
by an injury covered by Worker’s Compensation.
(6) Persons who enroll during the first open enrollment period 
up to and including December 1, 1972, shall be enrolled 
without regard to preexisting conditions of health if they 
are on active duty at the time of contribution. Thereafter, 
contributions can be made between July 1 and December 1 of 
the following year. Unit members, except for those unit 
members returning from extended leave and new unit members, 
may make contributions either thirty (30) calendar days after 
reassignment or upon reaching permanent status. Unit members 
returning from extended sick leave or disability leave will 
be permitted to contribute to the bank on approval of the 
committee.
(7) Permanent and conditional unit members of the Montgomery 
County Public Schools shall be eligible to participate in the 
bank.
(8) In order to draw days from the sick leave bank, unit members 
must contribute to the bank at the rate of one (1) day of 
their working hours per year for ten-month personnel, and one
(1) day of their working hours per year for twelve-month 
personnel. Contributors must use all accumulated sick leave 
before applying for leave from the bank.
(9) A contributor will lose the right to utilize the benefits of 
the sick leave bank only by:
(a) Termination or suspension of employment in MCPS
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(b) Cancellation of participation, which is effective only 
at the close of a fiscal year— June 30 of each year
(c) Refusal to continue regular contributions at the 
beginning of each fiscal year —  July 1 of each year
(d) Refusal to make such additional contributions as may be 
required from time to time by the administering 
committee to prevent bankruptcy of the bank
(10) The. existence of the sick leave bank and participation by a 
unit member in the bank does not negate or eliminate any 
other sick leave policies of the MCPS, nor does it in any way 
negate the rights of individual unit members who participate 
in the bank to other sick leave benefits.
(11) All donations will remain in force for the fiscal year in 
which they are contributed and will not be cancelled.
(12) Unit members enrolling during the open period from July 1 
through December 1 of any year will have a waiting period of 
six (6) months before the unit member can use the sick leave 
bank. New unit members joining the sick leave bank will also 
have a waiting period of six (6) months before the unit 
member can use the sick leave bank.
c) Procedures
(1) Contributions to the bank must be made on a MCCSSE Sick 
Leave Bank Donation form by the individual member and shall 
be continued from year to year until cancelled in writing by 
the unit member.
(2) The MCCSSE Sick Leave Bank Administration Committee will 
approve all donations before they are forwarded to the MCPS 
Division of Payroll.
(3) The committee will review and recommend to the MCPS 
Department of Personnel Services approval or denial of all 
requests to draw on the sick leave bank within twelve (12) 
working days after such request is received in the MCCSSE 
headquarters office.
(4) Any unit member submitting a request to draw on the bank 
must have made his/her proper contributions for the fiscal 
year in which the request is made.
(5) All requests to draw upon the bank must be made on the 
MCCSSE Sick Leave Bank Request form.
(6) All requests to draw upon the sick leave bank must be 
accompanied by a physician's statement confirming the cause 
of the illness or confinement made on a MCCSSE Sick Leave 
Bank Physician's Confirmation Form, signed by the Physician.
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(7) After an applicant has drawn and used thirty (30) 
consecutive sick leave days (determined by his/her duty days) 
from the bank, he/she shall be given a medical review by a 
physician of the administering committee’s choice, at the 
contributor's expense. The physician’s report is to be sent 
directly to the committee before the committee may act upon 
his/her application for an extension of use of the sick leave 
bank. Such medical review may be eliminated by the committee 
if the applicant has been confined to a hospital or other 
medical facility through the prior thirty (30) days he/she 
has used the sick leave bank.
(8) An applicant may be required to undergo a medical review by 
a physician of the committee's choice at any time at the 
member's expense.
(9) In case a contributor has been incapacitated, his/her 
application may be submitted to the committee by his/her 
agent or member of his/her family on his/her behalf.
(10) Leave grants from the bank, recommended by the committee, 
shall be made in units of no more than thirty (30) 
consecutive duty days for the individual applicant.
(11) Applicants may submit requests for extension of such leave 
grants as their prior grants expire. Such applications shall 
be made on the regular request form.
(12) In cases where the committee recommends denial of an 
application for use of the sick leave bank or an extension of 
such use, the applicant may appeal his/her request to the 
MCCSSE Board of Directors.
(13) In cases where the recommendation of the committee is denied 
by the MCPS Department of Personnel Services, the applicant 
may appeal his/her request to the MCCSSE Board of Directors, 
who may request the superintendent to consider the appeal.
(14) Unit members may request all appropriate forms from the 
MCCSSE office by telephone.
(15) Copies of all Sick Leave Bank Donation forms shall be marked 
for approval or denial by the committee. Following such 
action, the committee shall disperse copies of the forms to 
the unit member, his/her school, the MCPS Division of 
Payroll, and the MCCSSE office.
(16) Copies of all Sick Leave Bank Request for Grant forms shall 
be marked for recommendation for approval or denial by the 
committee. Following such action, the committee shall 
disperse copies of the forms to the unit member, his/her 
school, the MCPS Department of Personnel Services, and the 
MCCSSE office.
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(17) Copies of all MCCSSE Sick Leave Bank Cancellation forms 
shall be approved by the committee. Following such action, 
the committee shall disperse copies of the forms to the unit 
member, his/her school, the MCPS Department of Personnel 
Services, and the MCCSSE office.
(18) The MCCSSE shall maintain the records of all applications 
for donations, applications for withdrawals of sick leave 
days, and all cancellations.
(19) The Montgomery County Public Schools Division of Payroll 
shall maintain records of all unit member contributions, 
withdrawals, and the status of the bank.
(20) All forms for application for participation in the bank, 
withdrawal of sick leave days, and cancellation shall be 
available at the MCCSSE office and shall be sent to any unit 
member at his/her request.
(21) The MCPS Division of Payroll and the MCCSSE Membership 
Relations Division shall provide information to the committee 
upon its request on any data it has maintained in its files 
with regard to an individual unit member's use of, or 
investment in, the MCCSSE sick leave bank.
(22) The sick leave bank administration committee shall be 
responsible to the MCPS and the MCCSSE for the proper 
administration of the sick leave bank, the maintenance of 
sick leave days in the bank, the promotion of enrollment in 
or donations to the bank, and the submission to the MCCSSE 
Membership Relations Division and the MCPS Department of 
Personnel Services of regular month-end reports on the status 
of the bank.
(23) The three-member approval committee, consisting of two (2) 
appointees by MCCSSE and one (1) appointee by MCPS, shall 
have the responsibility of reviewing contributor requests, 
verifying the validity of requests, recommending approval or 
denial of the request, and communicating its recommendation 
to the unit member and the Department of Personnel Services. 
The committee shall develop its rules of procedure and shall 
give wide distribution to said rules upon approval by the 
superintendent and MCCSSE.
(24) The Department of Personnel Services will receive and review 
the recommended grants from the bank. If the grants from the 
bank are consistent with MCPS leave policies, the Department 
of Personnel Services will approve these bank grants to be 
paid by MCPS and forward same to the Division of Payroll.
In all cases where the decisions of the Department of 
Personnel Services do not concur with the approval committee, 
the Department of Personnel Services shall explain in full 
the reasons for such a difference of opinion.
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(25) The bank can be used on the first scheduled duty day of the 
contributing unit member immediately following the six-month 
waiting period. The maximum number of duty days that can be 
granted in any one fiscal year will be the remaining number 
of duty days a unit member is scheduled to work. In no case 
will the granting of leave from the bank cause a unit member 
to receive more than his/her annual salary.
(26) Bank grants will not automatically be carried over from one 
fiscal year to another. All bank grants will end as of June 
30 or the last duty day of the school year and must be 
renewed through the approval committee and the Department of 
Personnel Services each school year.
(27) If a contributor does not use all of the days granted from 
the bank, the unused sick leave bank days will be returned to 
the bank.
(28) These rules and procedures are to be reviewed annually by 
representatives of MCCSSE and MCPS for necessary revision.
B. Leave Without Pay, Personal Illness, or Family Illness
On the superintendent’s recommendation, the Board of Education may grant 
a leave of absence without pay to a unit member when that unit member or a 
member of his/her immediate family is ill. The leave shall be for 
definite periods, such as a semester or school year, and shall not exceed 
one (1) year. Applications for leave must be submitted in writing to the 
appropriate official and forwarded with his/her recommendation.
1. Eligibility —  All unit members are eligible to apply.
2. Benefits —  Unit members may contribute to the retirement 
system while on leave according to the provisions of the MCPS 
Retirement System.
3. Permanent Status
a) A unit member who is on permanent status at the time he/she is 
granted leave because of personal illness or illness in his/her 
immediate family shall remain on permanent status.
b) A unit member who has completed six months of successful 
experience with the Montgomery County Public Schools on a 
probationary status and has been recommended for permanent status 
at the time leave is granted shall go on permanent status at the 
time he/she returns from leave and is reassigned.
4. Return from Leave —  If the leave granted is for personal 
illness, the unit member will be reinstated at the conclusion of the 
leave providing a health certificate from the attending physician is 
submitted attesting to the unit member's physical fitness to perform 
his/her duties. Reassignment will be made when there is a vacancy for 
which the unit member is qualified.
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C. Leave for Illness in the Immediate Family
Leave may be granted for illness in the immediate family and shall be 
charged against accumulated sick leave.
D. Disability Leave
A unit member who is physically unable to report for duty as a result of 
an injury in the line of duty may be placed on disability leave at full 
salary by the superintendent. The unit member, or his/her representative, 
must file an injury report with the Division of Insurance and Retirement 
within forty-eight (48) hours of the injury. The unit member shall also 
file a leave request for leave for disability and a doctor's report 
stating he/she is unable to carry out the duties of his/her assignment due 
to this injury. This leave is approved by the director of the Department 
of Personnel Services and is contingent upon the final approval by the 
MCPS-approved insurance carrier. If the leave is not approved by the 
MCPS-approved insurance carrier, the employee will be required to repay 
MCPS all monies received. This payment can be in the form of annual 
leave, sick leave, or lump sum payment. All monies payable to the unit 
member through the Worker's Compensation Law of the State of Maryland, or 
resulting from a legal liability of a person other than the unit member 
must, under the right of subrogation, be transmitted to the Board by the 
unit member. It is the responsibility of the disabled unit member to 
check with his/her physician and to inform his/her principal or other 
appropriate official monthly of the approximate date he/she can return to 
his/her regular assignment. A unit member may be carried on full 
disability leave for up to one (1) 3rear after the disability accident. At 
that time, the superintendent will determine whether the unit member is 
able to return to his/her regular assignment, be given an alternate work 
assignment, be placed on sick leave, or be placed on disability 
retirement. An alternate work assignment terminates disability leave.
E. Annual Leave
Annual leave is paid leave that is granted to each twelve-month unit 
member.
1. Eligibility for Annual Leave —  The provisions of annual 
leave shall apply only to those unit members whose assigned 
responsibility is of twelve (12) month's duration. Twelve-month unit 
members on permanent status will be advanced annual leave at the 
beginning of each fiscal year. Twelve-month probationary unit members 
will be advanced annual leave upon attainment of permanent status. 
Twelve-month unit members whose assignment is less than forty (40) 
hours per week accrue annual leave in proportion to the hours of 
assignment and according to the number of years of continuous MCPS 
service as established for twelve-month unit members whose assignment 
is a forty (40) hour week.
2. Method of Computing Annual Leave —  All newly hired 
twelve-month unit members and all currently employed ten-month unit 
members upon appointment to a twelve-month position shall earn annual 
leave as follows:
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0-3 years of creditable service —  15 days 
4-15 years of creditable service —  20 days 
16+ years of creditable service —  26 days
3. Restriction on Time for Use of Annual Leave —  School-based
unit members will take their annual leave at times when such leave 
will not adversely affect the ongoing instructional program.
4. Accumulation of Annual Leave
a) For any one year, a twelve-month unit member may carry forward up 
to, but not exceeding, ten (10) days of annual leave earned from 
the previous year.
b) The maximum number of days of annual leave available at any one 
time will be the balance brought forward up to a maximum of twenty 
(20) days, plus the amount to be earned for the current school 
year.
c) Each year, annual leave that is not used or forwarded shall be 
automatically transferred to a unit member's accumulated sick 
leave.
5. Disposition of Accumulated Annual Leave at Termination of 
Service —  All annual leave should be used before the effective
date of employment termination, or a lump sum settlement shall be made 
at the current salary rate, but not to exceed a maximum of thirty (30) 
days.
6. Indebtedness for Advanced Annual Leave at Termination of 
Service —  Any indebtedness for advanced annual leave by a unit 
member upon termination of service shall be resolved as follows:
a) The amount due shall be deducted from the unit member's earned 
salary.
b) Terminating unit members who are not due to receive earned salary 
shall be billed for the amount of indebtedness.
7. Use of Annual Leave in Conjunction With Adoption Leave —
See Section I.
F. Holiday Leave
Holiday leave is granted to all unit members on official holidays, which 
shall be designated each year in the school calendar. A unit member on 
authorized paid leave for a period including an official holiday shall be 
considered on holiday leave for that day.
G. Professional Leave
Professional leave which will prepare the unit member for greater 
usefulness in his/her employment may be granted to a unit member by the
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Board of Education upon recommendation of the superintendent for such 
purposes as outlined below:
1. Leave for Academic Study —  Upon written application, leave
for academic study for a period not to exceed one full school year may 
be granted by the Board of Education upon recommendation of the 
superintendent. An outline of a planned program must be submitted 
with the application for leave. In addition, the unit member shall 
furnish such reports of progress and/or completion of the approved 
program as are requested by the superintendent.
a) Standard —  The number of unit members to be granted
academic leave in any fiscal year will not exceed one (1) percent 
of the total number of unit members.
b) Eligibility —  Unit members become eligible to apply for 
academic leave after they have served in the Montgomery County 
Public Schools at least seven full consecutive years uninterrupted 
by any other leave of a semester duration or more.
c) Salary Allowance —  Unit members granted academic leave 
shall receive one-half ( h ) their regular salary during the 
specific period of leave if they agree to return to MCPS for a 
two-year period immediately following the period of leave and 
sixty (60) percent of salary if they agree to return to MCPS for a 
period of three (3) years immediately following the period of 
leave. This salary shall be paid at the beginning of each 
semester.
d) Benefits
(1) A unit member on academic leave shall for all purposes be
viewed as a full-time unit member. The unit member's rights 
and privileges, length of service, and the right to receive 
salary increments as provided by the policies of the Board of
Education will be the same as if the unit member had remained
in the position from which he/she took leave. Annual and 
sick leave may not be used or earned while on academic leave.
(2) During the period of academic leave, the unit member's
contributions to the MCPS Retirement System shall be made 
jointly by the individual and the Board of Education. The 
unit member shall pay an amount proportionate to the amount 
of salary received, and the Board of Education shall pay the 
balance for contribution at the full salary.
(3) Unit members shall retain membership in the Employee Benefit 
Plan, for which deductions shall be made for the period of 
leave; and the Board shall continue to make its contributions 
thereto.
e) Contractual Agreement —  A unit member accepting 
academic leave shall enter into a separate, written contract
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whereby he/she agrees to return to service in the Montgomery 
County Public Schools for a two-year (2) or three-year (3) period 
immediately following the leave of absence. If the unit member 
fails to return and remain for the specified time, he/she shall 
refund any monies paid to him/her or on his/her behalf by the 
Board of Education.
f) Chang# ef flatus Due to Inability to Complete Program —
If the unit member cannot complete the planned program for which 
academic leave was granted, it is his/her responsibility to notify 
the superintendent. The leave may then be rescinded by the Board 
of Education and the unit member placed on the appropriate leave 
status, reassigned, or terminated. Salary allowances and benefits 
shall be adjusted accordingly, and the unit member must make 
arrangements satisfactory to the Board of Education for payment of 
any monies paid to him/her or on his/her behalf for which he/she 
may be liable as a result of the change in leave status.
g) Tenure on Return From Leave —  A unit member who is on 
permanent status at the time academic leave is granted shall 
continue to be on permanent status.
2. Leave for Professional Improvement (Extended Periods Such as a 
Semester or School Year) —  Upon recommendation of the 
superintendent, leave of absence, without pay, for study or other 
Professional improvement may be granted to eligible unit members by 
the Board of Education for a period not to exceed one (1) year. The 
unit member must submit an outline of a planned program with his/her 
application for such leave.
a) After Three Years of Satisfactory Service
(1) Eligibility —  Unit members shall be eligible for a
leave of absence for professional improvement after three (3) 
years of satisfactory service with MCPS uninterrupted by 
leave to study.
(2) Benefits
(a) During the unit member's period of leave, his/her 
contributions to the Employee Benefit Plan shall be paid 
by the Board of Education.
(b) During the unit member's period of leave, his/her 
contributions to the MCPS Retirement System shall be 
paid by the Board of Education.
(c) Credit on the salary schedule for one (1) year of 
successful experience shall be granted upon verification 
of the completion of the approved program for which 
leave was granted.
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(3) Contractual Agreement —  A unit member granted
leave for improvement shall enter into a written contract by 
which he/she agrees to return to service in the Montgomery 
County Public Schools for at least a one-year Period 
immediately following the termination of the leave. If the 
unit member fails to return and remain in service for at 
least one (1) year, he/she shall refund any monies paid to 
him/her or on his/her behalf by the Board of Education.
(4) Change of Status Due to Inability to Complete Program
—  If the unit member cannot complete the planned program 
during the period for which leave for improvement was 
granted, it is his/her responsibility to notify the 
superintendent. The leave may then be rescinded by the Board 
of Education and the unit member placed on the appropriate 
leave status, reassigned, or terminated. Any monies paid by 
the Board to him/her or on his/her behalf for which he/she is 
liable as a result of the change in leave status will be 
refunded to the Board of Education.
(5) Status on Return From Leave —  A unit member who is
on permanent status at the time leave for improvement is 
granted shall continue to be on permanent status.
b) After One Year of Satisfactory Service
(1) Eligibility —  Unit members shall be eligible for a 
leave of absence for professional improvement after one (1) 
year of satisfactory service in the MCPS.
(2) Benefits —  Credit on the salary schedule for one
(1) year of successful experience shall be granted upon 
verification of the completion of the approved program for 
which leave was granted.
(3) Change of Status Due to Inability to Complete 
Program —  If the unit member cannot complete the 
planned program during the period for which leave for 
improvement was granted, it is his/her responsibility to 
notify the superintendent. The leave may then be rescinded 
by the Board of Education and the unit member placed on the 
appropriate leave status, reassigned, or terminated.
(4) Status on Return From Leave —  A unit member who is
on permanent status at the time leave for improvement was 
granted shall continue to be on permanent status.
3. Leave for Summer School
a) A unit member must give evidence in writing that leave is
required for summer school attendance prior to the closing of 
school or at the beginning of the fall semester. Request for 
leave for summer school shall be made in advance, recommended by 
the appropriate official and approved by the superintendent.
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Leave with pay may be granted as follows:
Leave without loss of pay may be granted to attend summer school 
prior to the closing of school or at the beginning of the fall 
semester. Such leave may be granted if the needs of the 
individual unit member clearly indicate that attendance at the 
specific summer school session requested is the most appropriate 
way to improve the unit member and the school system and that no 
hardship to pupils or the school system will result if such leave 
is approved.
b) A unit member who is granted leave must submit grade slips and/or 
transcripts to the appropriate official at the conclusion of the 
summer school. The principal will forward them to the Department 
of Personnel Services.
c) Unit members assigned twelve-month responsibility may request 
leave to attend summer school.
(1) Twelve-month unit members may request leave without pay to 
attend summer school. The granting of such leave will not 
otherwise affect the employment status of the unit member 
involved.
(2) Subject to the availability of funds and the needs of the 
school system, some selected unit members assigned 
twelve-month responsibility may receive approval to attend 
summer school as part of their twelve-month assignment.
4. Leave to Attend Professional Meetings
Upon written application in advance, and with the recommendation of 
the appropriate official, the superintendent may grant a unit member 
leave to attend professional meetings (e.g., conventions, conferences, 
or committees) as participant or observer without loss of salary.
5. Leave for Exchange Employment or Overseas Employment
Upon written application in advance and with the recommendation of the 
superintendent, the Board of Education may grant a leave of absence 
not to exceed one (1) year for exchange employment or for employment 
in overseas work. To be eligible, a unit member shall be on permanent 
status at the time leave is granted. Credit on the appropriate salary 
schedule for one (1) year of successful experience shall be granted 
upon verification of completion of one (1) year of satisfactory 
exchange employment or overseas employment.
6. Leave for Teaching in a College or University
Upon recommendation of the superintendent, leave up to two (2) full 
school years may be granted by the Board of Education to a unit member 
for the purpose of teaching in a college or university. Any 
remuneration to be paid by the Board of Education to the unit member
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will be determined by the superintendent, in consultation with the 
unit member, prior to the time leave is granted. The total of the 
remuneration by the Board and the regular salary the unit member 
receives from the college or university shall not exceed the annual 
salary the unit member would have received had he/she remained in 
his/her present position in Montgomery County.
Procedures
a) Eligibility —  To be eligible, a unit member shall be on 
permanent status at the time leave is granted for the period of 
leave.
b) Benefits —  A unit member on leave for teaching shall be 
treated as a full-time unit member. The unit member's length of 
service and the right to receive salary increments shall be the 
same as if he/she had remained in the position he/she held when 
leave was granted. Sick or annual leave can be neither used nor 
earned.
c) Contractual Agreement —  A unit member on leave for 
teaching in a college or university shall agree to return to 
service in the Montgomery County Public Schools for at least a 
two-year period immediately following the leave of absence or 
reimburse the Board of Education for all monies paid to him/her or 
on his/her behalf.
d) Change of Status During Period of Leave —  If the unit 
member on leave for teaching in a college or university cannot 
complete the program for which leave was granted, it is his/her 
responsibility to notify the superintendent. The leave may then 
be rescinded by the Board of Education and the unit member placed 
on the appropriate leave status, reassigned, or terminated.
Salary allowances and benefits shall be adjusted accordingly, and 
the unit member must make arrangements to reimburse the Board any 
monies paid to him/her or on his/her behalf.
e) Status on Return From Leave —  A unit member who is on 
permanent status at the time leave for teaching in a college or 
university is granted shall continue in the permanent status 
he/she held at the time leave was granted.
H. Child Care/Adoption Leave
1. Any unit member who becomes pregnant or who will become an adoptive 
parent or who wishes leave for the purpose of caring for their child 
may be granted an unpaid leave of absence not to exceed 18 months.
2. When the leave is of short duration and not longer than 40 
consecutive duty days, a substitute may be employed and the position 
held for the return of the unit member. Use MCPS Form 430-1 for 
short-term leave.
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3. Unit members wishing leave in excess of 40 consecutive duty days for 
a period not to exceed 18 months must use MCPS Form 430-9 for 
long-term maternity/child care/adoption leave without salary. The 
unit members' positions will not be held for their retu-'i.
4. Unit members who are eligible for annual leave will be wed to 
use any earned leave in their accounts after approval by che 
principal or appropriate official. The 40-day or 18-month period 
shall include the period of annual leave if used.
5. As soon as it has been determined that a unit member wishes to use 
matemity/child care/adoption leave, a unit member must notify the 
principal or other appropriate official in writing at least 30 duty 
days in advance.
6. Unit members may elect to have continued participation in the MCPS 
Employee Benefit Plan by assuming the full cost of the premiums while 
on leave without pay. Contributions to the employee benefit plan 
will be payable monthly to the Board of Education in accordance with 
MCPS procedures. Failure to make payments in accordance with MCPS 
procedures will result in cancellation of benefits. Retirement 
contributions, if any, may be paid monthly to MCPS; or the total of 
such contributions, plus interest, may be paid at the time of return 
from leave in accordance with MCPS procedures.
7. In order to return from maternity/child care/adoption leave, the 
unit member shall submit a request in writing to the director of 
personnel services at least one month before the date the employee 
desires to be reassigned. If a unit member is offered an assignment 
for which the unit member is qualified at the same pay grade and the 
assignment is refused, the unit member will have to resign or be 
terminated.
I. Military Leave (Section 6-205 of the Annotated Code, Education
[Volume])
1. Military Leave of Absence
a) Approval — A unit member entering military service may, 
upon written application and with the approval of the 
superintendent, be granted leave of absence without pay for one 
period of service and in accordance with the state regulations 
referred to above. A copy of the military orders must accompany 
the request for leave. This leave applies to individuals who are 
drafted or who volunteer for service for one period of enlistment.
b) Return From Military Leave —  A unit member granted
military leave of absence shall retain the right to be placed in 
the same or similar position upon return from leave, subject to 
the following:
(1) The unit member has completed any required period of
probation prior to entering the armed forces and his/her
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separation from the armed forces was under conditions other 
than a dishonorable discharge.
(2) He/she makes application within ninety (90) days from the 
date of his/her separation from the armed forces in case 
he/she has involuntarily entered, or within ninety (90) days 
after the termination of his/her first period of enlistment 
in case he/she has voluntarily entered, for reinstatement by 
the Board of Education.
(3) He/she makes application for reinstatement within ninety 
(90) days from the date of separation from such service or 
within ninety (90) days after discharge from a hospital, 
provided such hospitalization is directly connected with, 
related to, and immediately follows his/her separation from 
the armed forces, and the period of hospitalization does not 
extend beyond a year from the date of such separation.
Any employee qualifying for reinstatement under this 
provision shall be entitled to start at the salary and rate 
of earnings for leave which he/she would have received if 
he/she had remained continuously in the Board of Education's 
service.
If he/she is not qualified to perform the duties of his/her 
prior position by reason of disability sustained during 
military service, but is qualified to perform the duties of 
any other position in the employ of the Board of Education, 
he/she shall be reemployed in such comparable position, the 
duties of which he/she is qualified to perform, as will 
provide him/her like seniority, status, and pay rate, or the 
nearest approximation thereof consistent with the 
circumstances of his/her case.
c) Retirement —  The unit member, upon reinstatement, shall
submit to the MCPS Retirement System an official verification of 
the length of military service.
2. Military Leave for Training Purposes (Article 65, Section 42, of
the Annotated Code of Maryland)
a) Eligibility —  A unit member who is a member of the 
National Guard or of the U.S. Armed Forces Reserves and who is 
required by the laws of the United States or of Maryland to report 
for a training period, shall be eligible for a grant of military 
leave for training purposes not to exceed fifteen (15) calendar 
days per school year.
b) Application Procedure —  Application for military leave
for training purposes shall be made in advance, immediately upon 
receipt from the appropriate military authorities of official 
notice to report. A copy of the official orders must accompany 
the application for leave, which must be approved by the
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appropriate official and the superintendent. When possible, 
military leave for unit members with less than twelve (12) months 
of responsibility shall be arranged during nonduty periods. The 
superintendent may request a change in military orders when it 
seems to be in the best interest of the school system.
c) Fay Status During Leave —  All unit members who are
members of the organized militia or of the Army, Navy, Air Force, 
Coast Guard, or Marine Corps Reserves shall be entitled to leave 
of absence without loss of pay on all days during which they shall 
be engaged in field or coast defense or other training ordered or 
authorized under any law of Maryland or of the United States, 
during such time as they are on inactive duty training, for not 
more than fifteen (15) days annually, provided, however, if any 
members of the organized militia are ordered to active duty under 
authority of the governor, they shall be entitled to leave of 
absence without loss of pay for such time they actually serve 
under such active duty orders in addition to the fifteen-day 
period specified above.
J. Salary and Leave Benefits for Conscientious Objectors
1. There are two classes of conscientious objectors:
a) Class 1-0, who does not enter the military service but fulfills 
his/her selective service obligation by working for twenty-four 
(24) months in an institution approved by the state in which 
he/she resides, and who is not entitled to veterans' benefits, and
b) Class 1-AO, who enters the armed services but does not bear arms, 
is subjected to the same hazards as the regular serviceperson, 
and, upon discharge, is entitled to all veterans' benefits.
2. Unit members who are conscientious objectors and who are Class 1-0 
shall not be given credit on the salary schedule for this type of 
service at the time of employment.
3. A unit member who is Class 1-0, who is drafted and enters this type 
of program, shall be given Leave for Unusual and Imperative Reasons 
and upon release from his/her obligation shall be reinstated at the 
same or comparable position at the same salary step and in the same 
status as at the time' his/her leave began.
4. Unit members who are conscientious objectors and who are Class 1-AO 
shall be entitled to all provisions of the salary plan and military 
leave policies.
K. Leave for Family Bereavement
A unit member shall be allowed a maximum of four (4) days of absence 
without loss of salary upon the death of a child, parent (natural, foster, 
or in-law), brother, sister, husband, wife, or of anyone who lives 
regularly in his/her household. A unit member shall be allowed a maximum
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of two (2) duty days of absence without loss of salary upon the death of a 
brother-in-law, sister-in-law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, grandparent, 
grandchild, or spouse's grandparent. In the event of unusual travel or 
personal problems in connection with the use of bereavement leave, 
additional leave days may be granted by the appropriate official.
L. Political Leave
Leaves of absence for political activity without salary, including 
candidacy for political office or holding public office, shall be arranged 
with the following rules:
1. Unit members engaging in political activity shall make it clear that 
their utterances and actions are theirs as individuals.
2. Leaves of absence shall be requested in writing.
3. Leaves of absence for campaigning and holding office may be arranged 
for a definite period. If the candidate is not elected, he/she shall 
be returned to his/her position immediately.
4. Leave may include voter-registration, election-day duties, or other 
political responsibilities.
M. Civil Leave for Juror or Witness Service
Upon approval of the superintendent, a unit member who is subpoenaed as a 
witness in a civil or criminal case, or is called and serves on a jury, 
may be granted paid leave for that period of time he/she is unable to 
report to work. Application for leave must be made in advance and 
submitted with a copy of the subpoena. The unit member shall transmit any 
monies received from such assignment other than those used for personal 
expenses (e.g., travel) to the Board of Education.
N . Compensatory Leave
Unit members shall not earn or be granted compensatory leave.
O. Leave for Emergency Closing of Schools and/or Central Office
When schools or other school system facilities are closed because of 
inclement weather or other emergency reasons, school-hased or other school 
system facilities based twelve-month unit members designated as emergency 
personnel are expected to report or remain on duty; all ten- and other 
twelve-month unit members are automatically granted emergency leave. In 
school years when there are more emergency days lost than permitted by the 
school calendar, those excess days must be made up at times specified by 
the superintendent. All school-based emergency personnel and all unit 
members assigned to the central office are expected to report for duty 
when schools are closed, or take annual leave unless the superintendent 
has announced that the central office is closed.
P. Leave for Unusual or Imperative Reasons
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Employees may be granted leave by the superintendent for unusual or 
imperative reasons at no loss of pay, or at loss of full pay when no other 
leave is applicable. Approval must be secured before the absence occurs.
Q. Personal Leave
1. All unit members may be granted up to three (3) days per year for 
personal leave. A written request for the intended absence shall be 
submitted to the principal or appropriate official at least one (1) 
day prior to the expected absence. No specific reason for such 
personal leave shall be required or solicited. Personal leave, if 
granted, must be used only to conduct personal business of a nature 
that cannot be scheduled on any nonduty day. Personal leave will be 
granted only when the immediate supervisor determines that adequate 
provisions for continuing the school program can be made. In cases of 
emergency, the appropriate school official shall be notified prior to 
the start of the duty day to be taken off.
2. The rules regarding personal leave shall be as follows:
a) Requests for personal leave shall be made in writing.
b) Leave immediately before or after a holiday, vacation, or staff 
development day may be requested for reason from the school 
principal or appropriate official.
c) The personal leave shall not be cumulative. However, unused 
personal leave shall be transferred to accumulated sick leave at 
the end of the school year.
R. General
Except in those cases where the superintendent has the right to grant the 
leave, the superintendent shall have the right to recommend to the Board 
of Education that a leave of absence be granted with loss of substitute 
pay, without pay, or with pay or to recommend that the leave be denied.
S. Procedures for Short- and Long-Term Leave
1. When the leave is of short duration, and not longer than forty (40) 
consecutive duty days, a substitute may be employed and the position 
held for the return of the unit member. Use MCPS Form 430-1 for 
short-term leave.
2. Unit members wishing leave in excess of forty (40) consecutive duty 
days for a period not to exceed eighteen (18) months must use MCPS 
Form 430-9 for long-term leave without salary. The unit member's 
position will not be held for their return.
3. Unit members who are eligible for annual leave will be allowed to use 
any earned leave in their accounts after approval by the Principal or 
appropriate official. The 40-day or 18-month period shall include the 
period of annual leave if used.
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4. Unit members must request these leaves in writing to the appropriate 
official at least thirty (30) duty days in advance of the intended 
leave.
5. Unit members may elect to have continued participation in the MCPS 
Employee Benefit Plan by assuming the full cost of the premiums while 
on leave without pay. Contributions to the employee benefit plan will 
be payable monthly to the Board of Education in accordance with MCPS 
procedures. Failure to make payments in accordance with MCPS 
procedures will result in cancellation of benefits. Retirement 
contributions, if any, may be paid monthly to MCPS, or the total of 
such contributions, plus interest, may be paid at the time of return 
from leave in accordance with MCPS procedures.
6. In order to return from leave, the unit member shall submit a request 
in writing to the director of personnel services at least one (1) 
month before the date the employee desires to be reassigned. If a 
unit member is offered an assignment for which the unit member is 
qualified at the same pay grade and the assignment is refused, the 
unit member will have to resign or be terminated.
ARTICLE 13
WORKING HOURS AND WORK LOAD
A. The regularly scheduled work week shall not exceed five (5) days. The 
regularly scheduled workday shall not exceed eight (8) hours in addition 
to a duty-free lunch period. Starting and dismissal times will be 
assigned by the principal or the appropriate director. However, no change 
in starting and dismissal times in excess of two (2) hours will be made 
without the concurrence of the union and the affected unit member. This 
limitation will not apply where the entire shift of the position 
assignment is changed.
The parties recognize the desirability of providing employees in the 
bargaining unit who work less than eight (8) hours per day and forty (40) 
hours per week the opportunity to work an optimal number of hours per week 
consistent with the operating needs and efficiency of the school system.
B. Except for bus operators and bus attendants, the workday for forty-hour 
per week unit members shall consist of eight (8) hours of work within 
eight and one-half (8%) consecutive hours. The workday for unit members 
working less than forty (40) hours shall also consist of regularly 
scheduled consecutive working hours exclusive of duty-free lunch periods 
when applicable. Starting and dismissal times for bus operators and bus 
attendants will be assigned by the director of transportation. Nothing 
shall prevent a unit member from voluntarily requesting an exception to 
this section.
The transportation department will undertake a review of schedules and 
assignments for the purpose of reducing the length of the downtime 
periods.
C. 1. A unit member who is requested by an appropriate official to report
back to work after the unit member's normal workday or to report to 
work on a nonscheduled workday shall be credited with a minimum of 
three (3) hours of work. However, time worked immediately before or 
immediately after the unit member's regularly scheduled hours is not 
considered call-back work and only the actual work time is reported.
2. When an unit member is directed in writing by a supervisor to remain 
at home and be ready to report for work when called, that unit member 
shall receive three (3) additional hours straight time pay for each 
day on such standby basis.
D. Time worked within an eight-hour day and forty-hour week is at the unit 
member's regular rate of pay.
E. Time worked in excess of eight (8) hours a day or forty (40) hours a week 
is at the overtime rate as provided in Article 8 for those unit members 
who are eligible to receive overtime compensation.
F. 1. In regard to system-wide delayed opening, only the school-based unit
members in the following classifications will begin work twenty (20) 
minutes before the scheduled student starting time on said day without 
loss of pay:
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Teacher Assistants
Instructional Assistants
Special Education Teacher Assistants
Special Education Instructional Assistants
Media Assistants
Technical Service Assistants
Career Information Assistants
Safety and Security Assistants
2. In regard to system-wide early dismissal, the same school-based unit 
members may leave as soon as all students and teachers with whom they 
work directly are off the school premises.
3. The principal of any school may require any unit member in Section
F.l. to be on duty for the normal duty day if he/she is needed. Only 
the principal will determine such need.
G. If the entire school system, including the central office is closed at 
the order of the superintendent, those employees who are required to work 
on an emergency basis will be paid at their applicable straight time rate 
for the hours they work while the system is closed. This payment will be 
over and above the payment they would have received had they not been 
required to work. Where schools are closed after food service employees 
report to work, they will be paid at the applicable straight time rate for 
the hours worked, in addition to emergency leave as provided in Article 
12, Section 0.
H. School-based unit members and maintenance employees who are required to 
report to work at the beginning of their shift or remain at work until the 
end of their shift on days of delayed opening and early closing of schools 
shall receive one (1) hour pay in addition to their regular pay. It is 
understood this additional payment to maintenance employees will apply 
only when the required work to be performed is related to the reasons for 
the delayed opening or early closing.
I. Ten-month food service employees, educational assistants, media 
assistants, and office employees will be notified by the closing of the 
school year of their next year's starting date and assignment, subject to 
the right of MCPS to make changes in such assignments whenever 
circumstances require, especially in the case of educational assistants.
J. The duties or work required of a unit member will not be increased 
unreasonably above those normally required because of staff shortages or 
schedule reductions.
K. MCPS will provide reasonable and customary work breaks for full-time 
central, area, and school-based unit members unless such breaks are not 
feasible.
L. Secretaries shall be compensated for time spent outside their normal work 
hours calling teacher substitutes.
ARTICLE 14
PROHIBITION OF VOLUNTEER WORK
Except in emergency situations and except for the type and amount of work 
which by past practice has been performed by volunteers, no bargaining unit 
work shall be performed by anyone other than an employee in the unit. 
Volunteers will not be used to take over the duties of any unit member. MCPS 
shall provide the union annually a report on the status of the volunteer 
Program to be submitted by the coordinator of volunteers.
ARTICLE 15
REDUCTION IN FORCE
A. Authority
The Board of Education of Montgomery County retains the right to reduce 
its force, and its decisions on such reduction are not subject to the 
grievance procedure.
B. Notice
No reduction in force shall be implemented without fifteen (15) duty days 
notice to the employee and twenty-five (25) duty days notice to MCCSSE, 
during which MCPS shall consult with MCCSSE on the reduction in force.
C. Definition
Reduction in force shall mean an action resulting in a unit member being 
terminated from Montgomery County Public Schools for reasons other than 
disciplinary.
D. Procedure for Reduction
When a reduction in staff within a given classification occurs, the 
determination of those who are to be released will be in the following 
order:
1. Probationary employees to be laid off first.
2. If further reductions are needed, those unit members with less than 
four years' service whose two most recent performance evaluations have 
been unacceptable and/or below average will be laid off next.
3. If still further reductions are required, seniority (as defined 
below) will govern, with the least senior unit member to be laid off 
first.
The foregoing procedure will be applied on a system-wide basis and 
seniority is defined as length of continuous service with the Montgomery 
County Public Schools.
E. Recall
1. Unit members whose services have been terminated because of a 
reduction in staff shall for a period of two (2) years receive 
priority consideration for reemployment if they so desire and when 
Montgomery County Public Schools decides to fill vacancies. The 
recall will be in the inverse order of force reduction. If a unit 
member is notified of recall to a reasonably approximate position for 
which the unit member qualifies and refuses the assignment, the unit 
member will lose the right to further recall.
2. In the event that a unit member does not desire at the time of 
termination to be placed on the list for priority consideration he/she 
shall receive full payment for all earned unused sick leave and will
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lose the right to recall. For those terminated unit members having 
two (2) full years of service but less than six (6) years of service, 
they will receive, in addition, one-half month's salary for each year 
of creditable Montgomery County Public Schools' service. For those 
terminated unit members having six (6) or more years of service, they 
will receive, in addition, one month's salary for each year of 
creditable Montgomery County Public School's service up to a limit of 
ten months' salary.
F. Any unit member who is terminated due to a reduction in force may be 
placed on leave without pay for the six (6) months immediately following 
the last duty day and may choose to continue membership in the MCPS health 
benefit plan in which the unit member is enrolled by paying the full cost 
of membership in such plan during those six months. If the member is not 
recalled, or refuses an assignment before the end of the initial six-month 
period, the leave without pay and the membership in the MCPS health 
benefit plan is automatically terminated.
G. A nonbargaining unit employee may not exercise seniority rights to bump 
into or be placed in a MCCSSE bargaining unit classification during a time 
of a RIF affecting that classification or while there are unit members on 
active recall status who are eligible for work in such classification.
H. It is the goal of the parties to avoid layoff of unit members to the 
extent possible. The superintendent will attempt to provide a period of 
retraining for nonprobationary unit members so that they can be placed in 
positions for which they would not otherwise qualify without such 
training.
I. Any action taken under the foregoing provisions, except for the decision 
referred to in Section A, shall be grievable under Article 6.
ARTICLE 16
POSITION DESCRIPTIONS
A. Upon request, each unit member will be provided with an accurate 
description of his/her duties or responsibilities in the form of a class 
specification.
B. A copy of a unit member's class specification will be included in each 
employment package to be distributed during orientation.
C. Any unit member dissatisfied with an adverse reclassification which 
results in a pay reduction or downgrading may appeal directly to the 
superintendent whose decision shall be final.
A unit member assigned to a lower grade classification as a result of a 
reclassification will be placed on the lower pay grade without reduction 
in pay. When the same rate of pay does not exist in the lower pay grade, 
the unit member's hourly rate of pay will be red-circled which will remain 
in effect for no more than three years (3) from the effective date of the 
reclassification action. The unit member's anniversary date for step 
increases will not be affected.
D. The MCCSSE shall be notified in advance when a classification action is 
to be taken which reduces the pay or pay grade of a unit member.
E. Upon the request of MCCSSE, and at mutually agreeable times, a member of 
the classification staff will meet with a representative of MCCSSE to 
discuss classification matters.
ARTICLE 17
DISCIPLINE AND DISCHARGE
A. A suspension, demotion, discharge, or other disciplinary action may only 
be taken against unit members for proper cause.
B. Any suspension of a unit member for the purpose of investigation shall be 
with full pay. Normally, such investigations will be completed within 
five (5) duty days.
C. Written notice of charges with specifications will be given to the 
affected unit member at the time the disciplinary action is taken.
ARTICLE 18 
DDES CHECKOFF
A. As unit members individually and voluntarily authorize the Board of 
Education of Montgomery County, the Board agrees to withhold 
organizational dues or agency fee and other properly authorized deductions 
from the unit member's wages and to transmit such funds to the MCCSSE 
headquarters. The Board will include the name, the school, office or 
department where the unit member is located, and the amount of each 
deduction.
B. Dues or agency fee will be deducted in equal payments during the term of 
this Agreement beginning on the first full pay period following the 
receipt of the individually signed authorization by the Division of 
Payroll. This deduction will remain in effect for the term of this 
Agreement or until the deduction is cancelled in writing by the employee 
to MCCSSE and the Division of Payroll on or before September 10 of any 
school year.
C. The amount deducted from a unit member's wages during the term of this 
Agreement will be for the total dues, and each individual must authorize 
the deduction by authorization form signed by the unit member that such 
deductions shall be at the current rate. MCCSSE shall certify to the 
Board in writing the current rate of dues and agency fee by the effective 
date of this Agreement. If this certification is not received by the 
Division of Payroll, no deduction will be made.
D. The right of dues checkoff in this article shall be granted exclusively 
to MCCSSE.
E. MCCSSE shall indemnify and save the Board harmless against any and all 
claims, demands, suits, or any other forms of liability that shall rise 
out of or by reason of action taken or not taken by the Board for the 
purposes of complying with any list, notice, form, card, or assignment 
furnished under any such provisions.
ARTICLE 19
FILLING OF VACANCIES
A. A vacancy is defined as an open position within the bargaining unit which 
the Board has decided to fill on a permanent basis.
B. Vacancies in the unit will be publicized in the MCPS Bulletin or 
Employment Opportunities Bulletin, as appropriate, immediately following 
the decision to fill such positions within the foreseeable future. The 
announcement will include a statement of the basic qualifications required 
for the position. Applicants will be required to complete and submit in 
writing all qualifying evidence and take any required tests within ten 
(10) working days following the announcement of the vacancy.
An applicant's original application will be valid for one (1) year. When 
a future vacancy develops within a year in the same job class, it will be 
necessary to submit only a short-form application. Other unit members can 
apply within the ten (10) working day time limit by submitting the 
application, other requested information, and, where required, taking the 
tests if they have not previously applied within the preceding year for 
the position in that job class.
C. For classifications listed below with a large number of vacancies, a list 
will be established, following a twice-yearly advertising process, of 
those who have met the minimum standards and submitted the required data 
and qualifying evidence. The candidate's application will be valid for 
one year's time.
Building Serviceworker 
Cafeteria Worker 
Media Assistant
Special Education Teacher Assistant 
Teacher Assistant
Special Educational Instructional Assistant 
Instructional Assistant 
School Secretary I 
Clerk Typist I and II
D. The announcement and application procedures contained in Sections B and C 
above shall not be applicable to the filling of those vacancies involving 
large numbers of positions and people which occur at or about or shortly 
after the beginning of the school year or shortly after the close of the 
school year.
Vacancies and assignments in this category will be handled in accordance 
with the procedures adopted in the 1983 Report and Recommendations of the 
Committee on the Filling of Vacancies, hereinafter referred to as the Ross 
report.
The senior qualified (SQ) and best qualified (BQ) designations for 
classifications covered by the Ross report shall continue during the life 
of this Agreement. The following new positions shall be designated as BO:
Supervising Area Maintenance Carpenter 
Supervising Area Preventive Maintenance Worker
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Supervising Area Maintenance Electrician 
Supervising Area Maintenance Plumber 
Supervising Area General Maintenance Worker 
Supervising Area Refrigeration/Air-Conditioning Mechanic
If and when new classifications are created during the term of this 
Agreement, the parties will negotiate the designation (SQ or BQ) to be 
applied. If they are unable to agree on the designation, the matter will 
be referred to Step 4 (Arbitration) of Article 6 (D). The arbitrator will 
be governed by the criteria stated in the Ross report.
The announcement and application procedures contained in Sections B and C 
above shall also not be applicable to the positions of bus operator and 
bus attendants. These positions will be filled from a list of applicants 
who have completed successfully the approved training program, subject to 
the prior observance of the procedures stated in Article 37 
(Transportation), Section G.
E. In the filling of all vacancies other than those which arise under 
Section D above, the principal or other appropriate administrator will 
select among the three (3) most senior qualified applicants for the 
position.
F. Qualifications for all positions will be as determined by the Board.
G. For the purposes of filling vacancies, seniority shall be defined as 
length of continuous service with the Montgomery County Public Schools. 
Employment in a temporary position shall not be considered in determining 
seniority, except as provided in Article 3, Section C. 3.
H. 1. Lateral transfers and promotions will not normally be approved for:
a) Personnel who are to be evaluated for permanent status in MCPS 
or current position.
2. Lateral transfers will not normally be approved for personnel who 
have transferred once in the current fiscal year, unless the vacant 
position allows an increase in hours or months.
I. All persons who have applied for a specific vacancy will be notified if 
they are not selected and will be given the reason or reasons why they 
were not selected.
J. The provisions of this article may be suspended by agreement of the Board 
and the Union where considered desirable by the parties to rectify or 
correct a specific personnel matter.
K. During the life of the Agreement a committee composed of an equal number 
of representatives of MCPS and MCCSSE shall review the exceptions 
identified in Section D above and the procedures applicable to these 
exceptions.
ARTICLE 20
RIGHTS OF THE COUNCIL
A. 1. The MCCSSE as exclusive representative of supporting services 
employees has the right to present its views to the Board of 
Education, provided mutually acceptable agenda and time can be 
arranged.
2. The Board of Education recognizes that the officers of MCCSSE, 
elected representatives, and stewards, not to exceed two (2) per 
school and not to exceed four (4) each in the Educational Services and 
Lincoln Centers, are authorized to act for MCCSSE. Council matters 
will be conducted at times least disruptive to school system business.
3. MCCSSE agrees to supply the Board of Education in writing and 
maintain on a current basis the names of MCCSSE officers. Also,
MCCSSE agrees to supply appropriate administrators with the names of 
representatives and stewards who are designated to act on behalf of 
MCCSSE.
4. Either the president of MCCSSE or the director for association 
relations may request conferences for the purpose of considering 
problems of the administration of this Agreement. Such conferences 
may be held at a mutually agreeable time and after an agenda has been 
agreed upon.
5. a) The president of MCCSSE will be granted leave during the term of
this contract.
b) The president of MCCSSE will, or. a fully reimbursable basis at no 
cost to MCPS, be paid by the Board and covered under the 
appropriate retirement plan and the employee benefit package 
plan. The employee and employer costs for both retirement and the 
employee benefit package will be paid by MCCSSE.
c) The president of MCCSSE will have the right to receive salary 
increments as provided by the policies and procedures of the Board 
of Education, which will be the same as if the president had 
remained in the position from which leave was granted. Upon 
return to MCPS employment, the president will be granted credit 
for service with MCCSSE toward the rate at which annual leave is 
earned. Annual and sick leave may not be used or earned while on 
leave.
d) Council officers, representatives, or stewards will be permitted 
to draw on a bank of 1,200 hours, to be used in a non-negotiating 
year, and 1,600 hours to be used in a negotiating year, both for 
external or internal Council business. If negotiation meetings 
are called during the regular workday, the members of the MCCSSE 
negotiating team, numbering no more than thirteen (13) unit 
members, will have their leave charged to the leave bank to permit 
their participation. The leave shall be granted in terms of hours 
rather than days. Leave will be granted in accordance with the 
current procedures.
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6. MCCSSE and the Board of Education agree that all MCCSSE and Board 
representatives at all levels will be properly informed with respect 
to the Board resolution certifying MCCSSE as the exclusive 
representative of unit members, applicable rules and regulations 
concerning unit members, and the provisions of this Agreement.
7. The Board shall not discriminate against- any unit member with regard 
to his/her membership or nonmembership in MCCSSE. MCCSSE shall not 
discriminate against any unit member of the Board with regard to the 
terms or conditions of membership in MCCSSE because of race, color, 
sex, age, or national origin.
8. The MCCSSE headquarters is to be a regular pony stop.
9. The MCCSSE will be mailed a copy of the official Board Agenda prior 
to each meeting and a copy of the official Board Minutes after 
approval by the Board.
10. Bulletin board space shall be provided in each school and central 
office building for display of MCCSSE notices, circulars, and 
nonpolitical materials. Copies of all material to be placed on the 
bulletin boards must be given to the director of association relations 
and the school principal or the associate superintendent for 
supportive services for display in nonschool buildings. Use of the 
bulletin boards to display materials detrimental to the goals and 
activities of the Board of Education of Montgomery County is expressly 
prohibited.
11. MCCSSE will be authorized to use the interschool mail facility to 
distribute official MCCSSE material. Printed materials or literature 
indicating MCCSSE's position concerning any candidate for public 
office may not be distributed through the interschool facility. Use 
of the facility to distribute material detrimental to the goals and 
purposes of MCPS or material in violation of the law is expressly 
prohibited. Such use will be in accordance with procedures 
established by the superintendent. Violation of this section will 
result in loss of use of the facility for the remainder of the period 
of the Agreement.
12. MCCSSE will be provided with names, school or central office 
assignment, and classification of all new permanent and conditional 
unit members as they are hired.
13. MCCSSE will be provided ten minutes time to speak to new employees 
during each orientation program.
14. MCCSSE will have the right to use school buildings for any legal 
purpose without cost for meetings with the unit members of such 
buildings. In addition, it will be privileged to schedule in school 
buildings, without cost when buildihg service staff is normally on 
duty, meetings of more than one school's unit members or their 
representatives one or more times per month. Any damage in excess of 
normal wear will be paid for by the Council within thirty (30) days of
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said damage. Nonpayment will result in abrogation of subject article, 
Section A.14.
15. MCCSSE will be provided with ten (10) copies of the "MCPS Directory" 
without cost to MCCSSE, and ten (10) copies of each issue of the 
"Council Courier" will be provided without cost to the director of 
association relations.
16. The rights granted exclusively to MCCSSE are Sections A.4, 5, 8, 11, 
12, and 13 and will not be granted to any other employee organization 
having supporting services employees as members.
17. Appropriate MCCSSE representatives may process official grievances in 
a manner least disruptive to school system business only after 
receiving approval from the appropriate administrator to leave his/her 
job or assignment. MCCSSE officials and representatives may not 
conduct Council business on work time.
18. The Council agrees that it will represent all employees fairly within 
the terms of this Agreement.
19. A computer run of all unit members will be supplied annually to the 
MCCSSE headquarters. This run will include:
a) The name of the unit member
b) The school or office to which he is assigned
c) The job classification to which he is assigned.
B. Agency Shop
1. Unit members shall have the option of joining MCCSSE or have imposed, 
as a condition of employment, a service fee by the MCCSSE each month 
in an amount equal to the regular monthly membership dues required of 
the MCCSSE members. This agency shop provision only applies to unit 
members described as full-time in Article 3, Section B.3. No unit 
member who works less than twenty (20) hours per week will be required 
to pay such fee. This provision is for the term of this Agreement and 
applies only to those unit members employed on or after July 1, 1978.
2. Service fees uniformly required as a condition of employment shall be 
authorized for payroll deduction or paid directly to MCCSSE by the 
employee. Any employee who elects to pay directly shall be deemed to 
meet the conditions of this article so long as he or she is not more 
than sixty (60) days in arrears of payment of such fees.
3. If any provision of this article is or becomes invalid under federal 
or state law, said provision shall be invalid or modified to comply 
with the requirements of said federal or state law.
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4. MCCSSE shall indemnify and save the Board harmless against any and 
all claims, demands, suits, or any other forms of liability that shall 
rise out of or by reason of action taken or not taken by the Board for 
the purposes of complying with Article 20.
5. This agency shop provision shall not be applicable to any employee 
who is a member of a religious organization, the established tenets or 
teaching of which oppose its members joining or financially supporting 
any collective bargaining organization, and who shall pay an amount of 
money equivalent to the MCCSSE's regular monthly membership dues to a 
nonreligious, nonunion charity or to such other charitable 
organization as may be mutually agreed upon by the employee and the 
MCCSSE to which such employee would otherwise be required to pay 
service fees, and who furnishes to the Board and MCCSSE written proof 
of such payment.
6. A unit member who is "terminated" from a position in the unit but who 
nevertheless remains in the unit shall have his or her authorized 
payroll deduction of dues or agency shop fees continued without 
interruption.
7. Nonbargaining unit employees who are transferred or placed in the 
unit on or after the effective date of this Agreement shall have the 
option of joining MCCSSE or have imposed, as a condition of 
employment, a service fee by the MCCSSE each month in an amount equal 
to the regular monthly membership dues required of the MCCSSE members.
The Board and the Union will develop a side letter which states that by 
the effective date of the new agreement (July 1, 1987), MCCSSE will adopt 
procedures in compliance with Chicago Teachers vs Hudson and federal and 
state law, provide the Board with a copy of those written procedures, and 
provide Board counsel with an opinion letter from MCCSSE counsel that 
MCCSSE is in compliance with federal and state law on agency shop.
ARTICLE 21
RIGHTS OF MCCSSE REPRESENTATIVES
TO ENTER MCPS FACILITIES
With prior clearance of the principal, duly authorized representatives of the 
MCCSSE shall be permitted to enter Montgomery County public schools for the 
purpose of performing and engaging in official Council duties and business 
related to the collective bargaining agreement during nonduty time only.
There may be no interruption of the work of unit members due to such visits 
and representatives will adhere to the established security regulation. With 
the prior clearance of the associate superintendent for supportive services, 
the same limitations will apply in other Montgomery County public school 
facilities.
ARTICLE 22 
SAFETY AND HEALTH
A. It is the responsibility of the Board to provide safe and sanitary
working conditions, including equipment, in all present and future 
installations, and to develop a safe working force. The MCCSSE will
cooperate with and assist the administration to live up to its
responsibility. The parties recognize that each unit member has a 
responsibility to give effect to the safety program by following the
safety procedures and working to see that all safety regulations are
properly implemented.
B. Unless an observer is present, technical services assistants may not 
climb to high places in performance of their required auditorium duties.
C. Unit members shall not be required to check buildings for bombs. Unit 
members may assist bomb safety personnel.
D. The Board shall provide employees who are required to handle or work with 
hazardous materials or equipment with the proper safety precautions, 
clothing, and equipment. Each employee will be required to take such 
safety procedures and use the proper clothing or equipment.
E. The issue of employee exposure to friable asbestos will be submitted to 
the. Joint Labor /Management Committee for review and recommendations to the 
superintendent.
F. Office Automation
1. Employees who operate video display terminals more than six (6) 
hours each work day and who are pregnant will, upon their request, 
have the right to transfer immediately to another job with the 
Board. There will be no loss of pay, seniority or fringe benefits 
because of this transfer. The employee's return to work after 
pregnancy will be as provided in Article 12, Section H.
2. The issue of employee use of video display terminals (VDTs) will be 
submitted to the Joint Labor/Management Committee for review and 
recommendations to the superintendent.
ARTICLE 23
EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLAN
A. The present Employee Benefit Plan, as contained in the booklet entitled 
"Your Benefit Plan," shall be maintained and shall not be changed except 
as may be recommended to the parties by the joint MCCSSE-MCPS committee as 
provided in Section F and I of this article.
B. The Board agrees that it will continue in effect but without cost to unit 
members its existing program of payroll deduction at the request and on 
behalf of unit members.
C. 1. For the term of this Agreement, the Board agrees to the following
plan of shared premium costs for the Employee Benefit Plan:
Years in Employee
Benefit Plan Board Unit Member
1-5 70% 30%
6-10 75% 25%
Over 10 years 85% 15%
2. In order to receive the benefits, the unit member must be a member of 
the Employee Benefit Plan.
D. The Board agrees to continue to carry a comprehensive general liability 
policy in which unit members are named insureds while acting within the 
scope of their duties with limits of liability at not less than 
$ 1 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 .
E. Unit members will be eligible to participate in any tax sheltered annuity 
plan accepted by the Board of Education.
F. The joint MCCSSE/MCPS committee for the purpose of reviewing periodically 
the Employee Benefit Plan shall be continued and shall make 
recommendations to the parties when warranted. Each party shall appoint 
three (3) members of the committee.
G. For unit members who are currently enrolled or may enroll in a Board of 
Education-approved qualified prepaid health maintenance organization, the 
Board agrees to pay on the basis of the actual cost of the HMO plan up to 
an amount which is equal to the dollar amount payable under the MCPS 
Plan. New employees may enroll during eligibility periods as set forth 
in the current benefit plan. Transfers between plans will be limited to 
no more than one time each year at group reopening periods.
H. The Board agrees that any modifications in the retirement and pension 
plan benefits will be announced 90 days in advance of the effective date 
of the implementation of such changes. It agrees further that MCCSSE will 
be consulted about the proposed changes and will be given an opportunity 
to provide its views and suggestions.
I. The Board and the Union agree to form a Joint Health Care Cost 
Containment Committee. Such committee shall be composed of three (3)
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members from each side, including the president of MCCSSE and the director 
of association relations for MCPS. The committee shall select a health 
care cost containment firm or firms to recommend and take cost containment 
measures approved by the committee.
The firm's or firms' objective will be to control costs and thereby the 
premiums paid by the Board and the supporting services employees. The 
firm or firms will be asked to look at various cost control techniques, 
such as mandatory preadmission testing, mandatory outpatient surgery, 
utilization review, restrictions on weekend and holiday admissions, claims 
control and administrative cost control. It is not intended that the 
program will encompass any reduction in basic benefits or increase in 
employee contributions.
It is understood that the committee shall utilize the bid process if 
required by state law or MCPS regulation.
ARTICLE 24
EMPLOYEE CLAIMS
A. 1. Unit members in every school in the county may intervene in any
fight or physical struggle which takes place in their presence in any 
school building or on the school grounds, between or among students 
or any other persons. The degree and force of the intervention shall 
be as reasonably necessary to restore order and to protect the safety 
of the combatants and surrounding persons.
2. A unit member who incurs injury while thus intervening shall be 
compensated by the Board for necessary medical expenses resulting 
directly from the intervention and shall not suffer any loss of 
compensation for time lost from his/her school duties resulting 
directly from the intervention, but such compensation shall be 
reduced by any payments made pursuant to the Worker's Compensation 
Law.
3. In any suit or claim brought against the unit member because of the 
intervention, as provided in subsection 1 herein, by a parent or 
other claimant of one of the combatants, the Board shall provide 
legal counsel for the unit member and shall save him/her harmless 
from any award or decree against him/her.
B. Subject to a $15 minimum, a unit member may file a claim for repair or 
replacement of clothing or other personal property damaged or destroyed in 
the performance of his/her duties, taking into consideration 
depreciation. Personal property possession must have been reasonable or 
proper under the circumstances and the damage or destruction must not have 
been caused in whole or in part by the negligent or wrongful act of the 
employee. No damage or destruction will be compensated when it has 
resulted from normal wear and tear associated with day-to-day living and 
working conditions. All claims will be evaluated fairly by a small claims 
review board prior to its decision.
C. Damage to a unit member's motor vehicle will be reimbursed up to the 
level of his/her motor vehicle insurance deductible not to exceed $100 
provided that the unit member can produce the proof that his/her motor 
vehicle was damaged as a result of his/her enforcement of school 
regulations.
D. The maximum reimbursement under this article shall not exceed $900.
ARTICLE 25 
UNIFORMS
A. The Board will furnish five (5) uniforms the first year of this contract 
or the first year of employment and three (3) replacement uniforms each 
year thereafter to employees who elect to wear uniforms. Unit members who 
through this process are furnished uniforms must wear them to work.
Failure to do so may result in disciplinary action.
Employees shall receive a set of summer uniforms and a set of winter 
uniforms within the total number of uniforms agreed upon.
B. It is the unit member's responsibility to maintain and clean the 
uniforms. Exceptions will be made for those classifications that through 
the nature of the daily work, the uniforms become inordinately soiled and 
dirty. For those classifications the Board will supply laundering. 
Employees in these classifications will initially be issued more than five 
(5) uniforms if necessary to provide a daily change.
C. Uniforms will be of quality material, design, and manufacture. A 
committee of three (3) Board representatives and three (3) MCCSSE 
representatives shall meet periodically at the call of either party to 
consider and make recommendations to the Board on problems or issues 
concerning uniforms.
D. All employees electing to wear uniforms shall be fitted during working 
hours.
ARTICLE 26
CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING
A. MCCSSE and the Board of Education recognize the vital importance of 
training and education in this era of change. A well-trained, effectively 
functioning work force is necessary if the Montgomery County Public 
Schools is to achieve its goal of providing quality education for every 
student. The Board recognizes the need for programs which will improve 
the efficiency of unit members in their current jobs and the importance of 
assisting unit members to meet Montgomery County Public Schools employment 
needs along with the unit member’s individual career development plans.
B. All unit members and probationary employees who would upon successful 
completion of the probationary period become unit members are eligible for 
and encouraged to participate in in-service training programs designed to 
improve their effectiveness. The form and substance of these programs 
may differ widely and all unit members and probationary employees who 
would upon successful completion of the probationary period become unit 
members and their supervisors are jointly responsible for analyzing areas 
of job needs and then actively seeking training which will improve 
performance. To achieve the goal of developing and implementing a 
comprehensive program of in-service training, the Board agrees to budget 
the sum of $55,000 for instructional support for system-designed training 
programs, to hire consultants, and to develop relevant programs. This 
sum will be administered by the Department of Staff Development. The 
Career Development and Educational Improvement Committee will make 
recommendations consistent with Article 26, Section F.
C. Some education and training which can either increase unit members' 
effectiveness in their current positions or can assist them to prepare for 
other positions within MCPS may be available through other educational 
institutions or agencies. Such courses are usually offered for credit at 
schools, adult education, or other agencies. To encourage unit members 
to take courses that will benefit them and MCPS, either in their present 
positions or another position to which they aspire within MCPS, the Board 
agrees to reimburse unit members for fifty (50) percent of the tuition 
cost of approved courses, up to a maximum of nine (9) credits per fiscal 
year, and agrees to budget $70,000 for the first year; $80,000 the second 
year; and $90,000 the third year for that purpose. MCCSSE shall be 
furnished, on an annual basis, with the names of employees receiving 
tuition reimbursement hereunder, and the amount of such reimbursement.
D. MCCSSE and the Board realize that many unit members may desire to obtain 
further education and training to improve present job skills or qualify 
for other positions within MCPS. To enable unit members to achieve this 
aim, the Board supports a program of released time for unit members on 
permanent status who work twenty (20) or more hours per week. The unit 
member's supervisor and the director of staff development may authorize up 
to ten (10) percent of the unit member's monthly scheduled work time to 
attend classes. Travel to and from classes must be included and must not 
interfere with job performance or the needs of the school system.
E. To assist unit members to utilize the opportunities in Sections B., C., 
and D., the Board agrees to budget not less than $10,000 for the purchase 
of books, equipment, and other educational resource materials. The Career
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Development and Educational Improvement Committee may make recommendations 
concerning the expenditure of these funds.
F. A Career Development and Educational Improvement Committee shall continue 
for the period of this Agreement. The committee shall be composed of 
five (5) members selected by the MCCSSE and five (5) members selected by 
the superintendent. The CDEI Committee shall have the following 
responsibilities:
1. To make recommendations for new training programs and other training 
opportunities
2. To participate in the ongoing planning for the training needs of unit 
members
3. To serve in a consultant role to the Department of Staff Development 
on the expenditure of funds listed in Sections B and C
4. To serve in a consultant role to the Department of Instructional 
Resources on the expenditure of the special funds provided in Section 
E
5. To receive reports on the effectiveness of the Career Development and 
Training Program from the Division of Career Programs for the purpose 
of achieving the goals as stated in Section A.
ARTICLE 27
OFFICIAL PERSONNEL FILES
A. Unit members will have the right, upon written request, to review the 
contents of their official personnel file located in the Department of 
Personnel Services. If the unit member wishes to be accompanied by 
another person or a representative of the Council during such a review, 
that request must be entered in writing.
B. Application references for employment and promotion references from 
individuals not employed by MCPS will not be made available for review by 
a unit member.
C. Material derogatory to a unit member's conduct, service, character, or 
personality will be placed in his/her official personnel file only if the 
unit member has had an opportunity to review such material. The unit 
member will acknowledge that he/she has had the opportunity to review such 
material by affixing his/her initials to the copy to be filed, with the 
express understanding that such initialing in no way indicates agreement 
with the contents. The unit member shall be permitted to attach his/her 
comments related to the derogatory material.
Derogatory material placed in a unit member's official personnel file may 
be grieved under Article 6. A Council representative may review an 
employee's file without the employee being present if such review is 
authorized in writing by the employee.
Derogatory notations reflecting oral or written warnings shall not be used 
in support of any disciplinary or adverse action after three (3) years 
from the date such warnings were issued, provided that no additional 
derogatory notations have been placed in a unit member's official 
personnel file in the three (3) year period.
ARTICLE 28
FACILITIES
As the budget permits, each school, Carver Educational Services Center, 
Lincoln Center, Shady Grove, Clarksburg, Bethesda, and Randolph depots, as 
well as area offices 1, 2, and 3 will have the following facilities for all 
MCPS employees:
1. An. appropriately furnished room to be reserved for use as a lounge
2. Well-lighted, appropriately equipped, and clean rest rooms
3. An adequate portion of the parking lot, if available, will be 
provided on the same basis as it has been in the past
4. A dining area when space in the building is available
5. A combination dressing room with lockers and adequate work space for 
building service managers and staff
6. A well-equipped health room for Carver Educational Services Center 
and Lincoln Center.
ARTICLE 29
USE OF PRIVATE AUTOMOBILE
A. Unit members who are required to use their private automobile within the 
scope of their assigned duties or while on required official business 
shall receive the Internal Revenue Service's officially stated mileage 
allowance. Thereafter during the life of the Agreement the mileage rate 
will be adjusted as necessary to reflect any changes in mileage allowance 
regulations issued by the Internal Revenue Service. Such adjustment or 
adjustments will be made effective on the first of the month following the 
official change in IRS regulations.
B. Unit members whose use of private automobile within the scope of their 
assigned duties or while on official business are required for these 
reasons only to pay a higher insurance premium shall be reimbursed for the 
amount of the additional premium. The unit member seeking reimbursement 
will be expected to submit satisfactory evidence to support such claim.
C. Unit members whose assignment within a job classification requires them 
to travel to more than one work location in any one school day will 
receive the IRS rate per mile for travel in excess of the distance from 
the unit member's residence to and from.the base work location. That 
location closer or closest to the unit member's residence shall be 
considered his or her base work location.
ARTICLE 30
LIABILITY FOR MONIES
No unit member shall be held responsible for the loss of money in his/he 
custody unless it is demonstrated that the loss is due to the negligence 
the unit member. Unit members shall not take school funds home.
ARTICLE 31
RECREDITING OF FORMER SERVICE CREDITS
A former employee, upon reappointment to a permanent or conditional position 
in the same classification, shall be granted full credit for years of service 
with MCPS only to determine salary schedule placement if the following two 
conditions are met:
1. The individual previously was employed for a minimum of five (5) 
years.
2. The individual is reemployed within a three-year period.
ARTICLE 32 
EMPLOYEE RIGHTS
A. There will be no reprisals of any kind taken against any employee because 
of his/her membership or nonmembership in MCCSSE.
B. Nondiscrimination —  The Board and the MCCSSE agree that there shall be 
no discrimination by the Board or MCCSSE against employees because of 
race, color, creed, religion, national original, sex, age, marital status, 
or because of physical handicap.
C. The personal life of a unit member shall be the concern of, and warrant 
the attention of, the Board only as it may directly prevent the unit 
member from properly performing his/her assigned functions during duty 
hours, or violate local, state, or national law, or be prejudicial to 
his/her effectiveness in his/her position.
D. At the request of either party, Board and Union Representatives shall 
meet to discuss any proposed Board policies or practices regarding testing 
of employees for use of drugs or alcohol, with the goal of reaching 
agreement on a program acceptable to both parties. Such discussions shall 
be without prejudice to the Board's authority to implement testing for 
drug or alcohol abuse by employees or the Union's right to challenge such 
practices.
ARTICLE 33
PROHIBITION OF STRIKES, SLOWDOWNS 
AND WORK STOPPAGES
It is agreed that MCCSSE will not call or sanction a strike, slowdown, or work 
stoppage during the term of this Agreement.
ARTICLE 34
PROVISIONS OF LAW AND REGULATIONS 
AND SEVERABILITY
If any provision of this Agreement or any application of this Agreement is 
held to be contrary to law or State Board bylaws, having the force and effect 
of law, such provision or application will not be deemed valid and subsisting, 
except to the extent permitted by law, but all other provisions or 
applications will continue in full force and effect.
ARTICLE 35
OFFICIAL VEHICLE OPERATORS
Complaints against unit members driving MCPS vehicles while in the performance 
of their official duties or driving official vehicles at any time shall only 
be placed in the official personnel files if the following procedure is 
adhered to:
A. A description of the allegation
B. The date and the approximate time of day the incident occurred
C. The approximate location where the incident took place
D. An identification of the person making the complaint
E. An identification of the vehicle
F. A description of the driving conditions, if applicable.
ARTICLE 36
AUTHORITY - BUILDING SERVICES MANAGER
Building service workers will normally receive work orders and supervision 
from the building services manager or designee and all school-based personnel 
shall be expected to make requests of or issue directives to or through 
him/her.
ARTICLE 37 
TRANSPORTATION
A. The assignment of special runs to bus drivers shall be done on a fair and 
equitable basis.
B. Upon successful completion of training, those persons employed by MCPS as 
bus drivers shall receive pay for the number of hours spent in training 
not to exceed twenty (20) hours. The payment will be based upon the 
hourly starting rate for bus drivers and will be paid when they attain 
permanent status.
C. A representative from MCCSSE shall serve as a member of the Accident 
Review Board.
D. Adequate cleaning supplies will be provided within reasonable limits.
E. Bus drivers who are assigned Head Start and WOC runs and any other like 
five-day per week assignments on a regular and continuing basis in 
addition to their regularly scheduled runs shall receive credit for all 
hours worked on those runs. This provision is not intended to apply to 
those drivers who are assigned intermittently to such runs.
F. Each special education bus operator and attendant shall undergo a 
training program which will enable them to meet fully the special demands 
of their job responsibilities.
G. Procedures will be established in the transportation department to 
provide bus drivers and bus attendants with an opportunity to indicate 
interest in runs or assignments with more hours or at a particular 
location. When openings occur preference in filling the opening will be 
given to the senior person who has expressed an interest reflected in the 
hours or location of the opening.
The details of these procedures will be developed by the department after 
consultation with appropriate MCCSSE representatives.
H. MCCSSE will be allowed ten (10) minutes to address employees at each 
beginning of the year in-service meeting of bus operators and attendants.
I. The memoranda, "Procedure for Assigning School Buses," and the "Used Bus 
Assignment Form' (subject to modification in 1988), and the guidelines for 
"Filling of Vacancies in School Bus Runs, and Extra Trip Bidding 
Procedure," will be printed in the Agreement as Appendices for the 
attention of the membership. Amendments to memoranda proposed and agreed 
upon by the parties will be made by side letters.
ARTICLE 38
FOOD SERVICES EMPLOYEES
Time spent by food services employees in depositing food service cash 
receipts, when so assigned, shall be paid duty time.
ARTICLE 39
SPECIAL LICENSES
A. Each unit member required to obtain a Maryland Learner's Permit by MCPS 
shall be reimbursed at the current rate in the year that requirement is 
made.
B. Whenever training opportunities are established by MCPS, training of unit 
members on new machinery, equipment, or systems will be assigned fairly.
ARTICLE 40
SUBSTITUTE SECRETARIES
There shall be a roster kept 
such secretaries shall be at
of substitute secretaries and the employment of 
the discretion of the appropriate administrator.
Article 41 
WORK YEAR
The following shall identify the 9-month and 10-month classifications and the 
duty days for which the superintendent will seek budgetary approval for each 
year of this contract. This listing does not imply a minimum guarantee 
commitment on the part of the Board.
Classification Duty Days/Paid Days
Ten-Month School Secretaries.....
Media Assistants.................
Safety and Security Assistants.... 
Educational and Teacher Assistants
English Composition Aides........
Lunch Hour Aides.................
Nine-Month Cafeteria Workers.....
Cafeteria Workers I..............
Food Service Delivery Workers....
Cafeteria Workers II.............
Cafeteria Permanent Substitutes... 
Food Service Satellite Workers....
Cafeteria Managers...............
Cafeteria Workers III............
Quality Control Assistants.......
Bus Operators....................
Bus Attendants...................
Special Education Aides..........
Chapter I Aides..................
Interpreters for Hearing Impaired.
Head Start Aides.................
Head Start Social Service Aides... 
Ten-Month Supply Service Workers I
.198 210
.198 210
.188 200
.188 200
.188 200
.185 185
.173 185
.187 199
.187 199
.188 200
. 188 200
.188 200
.190 202
.190 202
.190 202
.187 199
.187 199
.188 200
.188 200
.188 200
.190 202
.190 202
.189 201
ARTICLE 42 
GENERAL
The Board will amend its written policies and take such other action as may be 
necessary to give full force and effect to the provisions of this Agreement.
Copies of the Agreement will be printed and distributed by the Board to all 
presently employed and newly hired employees and MCCSSE will be allocated 200 
copies. If additional copies are needed by MCCSSE, the Board of Education 
agrees to supply them if they are available.
Any written communication to he given by one party to the other under this 
Agreement will be given by telegram, registered mail, regular mail, or 
personally receipted mail. If given by the Board, said notice will be sent to 
the Montgomery County Council of Supporting Services Employees, 966 Hungerford 
Drive, Unit 28, Rockville, Maryland, 20850. Either party may, by written 
notice, change the address and notice of it shall be given.
ARTICLE 43 
DURATION
The entire Agreement will be for a three-year period beginning July 1, 1987, 
and ending June 30, 1990.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereunto set their hands and seals this 31st 
day of March, 1987.
MONTGOMERY COUNTY 
BOARD OF EDUCATION
MONTGOMERY COUNTY 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
by Wilmer S. Cody 
Superintendent of Schools
MONTGOMERY COUNTY COUNCIL OF 
SUPPORTING SERVICES EMPLOYEES, INC.
by Marilyn J. Praisner 
President
by Vincent Foo 
President
Bureau of Labor Statistics 
Collective Bargaining Studies
U.S. Department of Labor
830553
JULY 31, 1987
r
This report is authorized by law 29 U.S.C. 2. 
Your voluntary cooperation is needed to make 
the results of this survey comprehensive, 
accurate, andpmely.
(jj?stp  0 8 1987
n
Form Approved 
O.M.B. No. 1220-0001 
Approval Expires 7/31/87
RECEIVED
Director for Association Relations 
RONTGOHERY COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
850 BUNGERFOED DRIVE
ROCKVILLE , HD. 20850 PREVIOUS AGREEMENT EXPIRED
JUNE 30# 1987
L J
Respondent:
We have in our file of collective bargaining agreements a copy of your agreement(s):
— frTTfi SISGl'E lRnDEPENUENT ItSSOCTmONMontgomery Cnty Md Bd of Educ Supporting Serv Ees H f&RTLAHD . f
S e < r , c
Would you please send us a copy of your current agreement-with any supplements (e.g., employee-benefit plans) and wage 
schedules-negotiated to replace or to supplement the expired agreement. If your old agreement has been continued without 
change or if it is to remain in force until negotiations are concluded, a notation to this effect on this letter will be appreciated.
I should like to remind you that our agreement file is open for your use, except for material submitted with a restriction on 
public inspection. You may return this form and your agreement in the enclosed envelope which requires no postage.
_ , ^  __ m ___ . . ____ _ _____ _ _ ^
Sincerely yours, j f ;  O DAAAO-
JANET L. NORWOOD 
Commissioner ’ LEASE RETURN THIS LETTER WITH 
YOUR RESPONSE OR AGREEMENT(S).
I f  more than ont agreement, use back o f form for each document. (Please Print)
1. Approximate number of employees involved —  . 5  ^ ) g >
2. Number and location of establishments covered by jjjreement
3. Product, service, or type of business
4. If vour agreement has been extended, indicate new expiration date
BLS 2452 (Rev. August 1984)
